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Taiwan acrobatic group to per-
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Smoking ban 
starts July 1 
By PHILLIP HARTMAN 
Staff WI1ter 
Eastern will begin its 
campus-wide no-smoking poli-
cy July 1, giving students a 
summertime grace period to 
get acquainted with the new 
system. 
The policy, finalized by the 
President's Council on March 
29, will ban smoking from all 
campus buildings except for 
some parts of university hous-
ing. Smoking will also be pro-
hibited in "outdoor areas where 
seating is provided," the policy 
states. 
Specific punishments for 
smoking have yet to be deter-
mined. But university officials 
say they plan to let department 
supervisors create their own 
policies. 
"Each area will develop its 
own method," said Maxine 
Clayton, administrative assis-
tant to the president. 
Along with most university 
buildings, the policy eliminates 
smoking in university vehicles 
and outdoor venues such as 
concerts and athletic events. 
No-smoking areas will now 
include the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union and 
academic buildings. 
• University-owned private 
residences. 
• Outdoor smoking areas 
next to campus buildings. 
Clayton said private smok-
ing rooms in residence halls 
will be determined on an indi-
vidual basis. 
Complaints about smoking 
will be directed to different 
departments, depending on the 
complainant's rc;ile on campus. 
Students can report violators to 
the Judicial Affairs Office, fac-
ulty and administrators report 
to various deans or vice presi-
dents, civil service staff to the 
human resources department, 
and non-university personnel 
to the campus police depart-
ment. 
University officials plan to 
use the summer sessions as a 
transition from a smoking to a 
non-smoking campus, Clayton 
said. 
Talk of a smoke-free campus 
began last semester when the 
university released a survey 
saying most students and fac-
ulty favored some sort of 
restriction on smoking. The 
Faculty, Staff and Student sen-
ates all approved the measure. 
Students approved the idea 
of a smoke-free campus 359-
300 on Feb. 22. 
The following areas, how-
ever, are exempt from the ban: · 
• Private rooms on designat-
ed floors in specific residence 
halls. 
"Health is the No. 1 consider-
ation," said Lou Hencken, vice 
president for student affairs, 
about implementing the new 
policy. 
JOANN CLARK/Staff Photographer 
Gary Dorch, a freshman botany major, smokes a 
cigarette in Taylor Hall. Srrwking wUl be outlawed in 
almost all campus buildings when the new no-srrwking 
policy takes effect July 1. 
University address Tuesday 
By CHAD GAUAGBER 
Adm1nistratlon editor 
At Tuesday's annual State of the 
University Address, President David 
Jorns said he will inform students, faculty 
and staff that Eastern is in good financial 
condition at the completion of this fiscal 
year. 
Jorns will deliver the speech at 3:30 
p.m. Tuesday in the Lumpkin Hall 
Auditorium. The speech is open to the 
public. 
Jorns said he is pleased that Eastern is 
in good financial condition at the comple-
tion of this fiscal year. 
"In comparison to years past, (the 
financial situation) was very positive," 
Jorns said. "But in real terms it was noth-
ing to write home about." 
Joms said he is also happy that the 
university completed the year without a 
spending deficit. 
"It is nice that we didn't have a spend-
ing deficit, yet we still allowed for a mod-
est pay raise for faculty and strut:" Joms 
said. 
Jorns said Eastern's financial condition 
will continue to improve if the state con-
• See ADDRESS Page 2 
Groups 
look into 
boycott 
BJ REAGAN BRANHAM 
Staff WI1ter 
Representatives from sever-
al student organizations say 
they are waiting for more 
information before joining a 
boycott by the Haiti Conn-
ection against the Coca-Cola 
and Pepsico Inc. companies. 
But some leaders say the 
issue is more of an individual 
choice and not necessarily 
something for an organization 
to take a stand on. 
The two-week-old boycott by 
the Haiti Connection is an 
attempt to support locked-out 
workers at A.E. Staley Man-
ufacturing Co. in Decatur. 
Students are boycotting Coca-
Cola and Pepsico because they 
purchase com sweetener from 
the company. 
Haiti Connection leaders 
last week asked student orga-
nizations to join them in ab-
staining from Coca-Cola and 
Pepsico products and compa-
nies. 
Some student organizations 
have indicated some interest 
in the boycott. Student Body 
President Blake Wood said 
some Student Senate members 
said they were interested in 
seeing how Student Govern-
ment could become active in 
the boycott. 
A committee may be assign-
ed to look into the issue, Wood 
said. 
"It must be studied more 
before we take an official 
stance on it yet," Wood said. 
Black Student Union Pres-
ident Angela Grimes said she 
has been following the boycott 
and has been encouraging 
members of BSU to support 
the Haiti Connection's efforts. 
Grimes said she is promoting 
the boycott because she has 
been concerned about the lock-
out in Decatur. 
Residence Hall Association 
President Jennifer Szemiot 
• See BOYCOIT Page 2 
Illinois mayors may protest Amtrak cuts 
By BRIAN HUCHEL 
City editor 
Two Illinois mayors say they 
are exploring options in pro-
testing the latest Amtrak cuts 
announced last week. 
The cuts, which were 
brought about to decrease a 
$240 million federal budget 
gap, include cutting the num-
ber of days the round-trip 
routes between Chicago and · 
Carbondale and between New 
Orleans and Chicago run. Both students riding the train) that 
routes pass through Effing- we know of is on Thursday, 
ham, Mattoon and Cham- Friday, Saturday and Sunday." 
paign. Dillard added he could not 
Carbondale Mayor Neil predict what his next step with 
Dillard said he will study the the research would be. 
effects of the cuts with faculty "I basically have my hands 
from Southern Illinois Univer- tied," said Mattoon Mayor 
sity at Carbondale. Wanda Ferguson. "Some may-
"lt is a big concern of ours," ors could possibly get together 
Dillard said. "The cuts take and send letters to Amtrak 
away the freedom of choice for protesting (the cuts)." 
students. The heavy load (of . . The route between Chicago 
and Carbondale will be 
changed from seven days a 
week to Monday, Thursday, 
Friday and Sunday. The 
Chicago to New Orleans route 
will be cut from seven days a 
week to Monday, Thursday, 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday. 
The cuts to the Chicago to 
New Orleans and Chicago to 
Carbondale services are ex-
pected to save the national 
railway service $1.5 million. 
annually. 
The cuts are scheduled to 
take effect June 10. 
Neither Ferguson nor Dill-
ard said they were made 
aware of the cuts before Am-
trak's public announcement 
last Thursday. 
Dillard said support from 
area universities and munici-
palities will be needed to stop 
the local cuts. He said 
" See AMTRACIC Pcige 2 
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Clinton proposes changes in social security 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The White 
House is drafting plans to streamline 
Social Security by turning some work 
over to private business and by stag-
gering the monthly mailing of retire-
ment and disability checks. 
Some critics say the blueprint over-
looks Social Security's most pressing 
problem: looming insolvency for the 
national retirement system. Others 
say giving for-profit companies a piece 
of Social Security's $381 billion bud-
get is a privacy risk. 
Security Administration is consider-
ing letting large employers file a 
retiring worker's claims for benefits 
directly with the agency, by computer. 
However, an employee of a participat-
ing company could still choose to file 
for benefits directly with Social 
Security. 
to get in on the action. 
Social Security has promised to 
consider using the company and oth-
ers like it to assist people with filing 
for all types of benefits, according to 
correspondence between H&R Block 
and the agency. 
prompting more than 2 million calls 
during the first week of the month to 
the agency's toll-free phone number. 
The crush of callers ties up the lines 
and keeps some people from getting 
through with questions about their 
benefits. 
The agency acknowledges that sev-
eral privacy issues must be resolved, 
but says the changes would reduce its 
workload. 
Social Security keeps records on 
the earnings of almost 140 million 
working Americans, and the informa-
tion is coveted by collection agencies, 
private investigators and information 
brokers. 
Discussions with specific compa-
nies, however, are beyond the scope of 
the overall policy changes being 
pushed as part of White House 
streamlining efforts. 
Another proposed change involves 
staggering the sending of checks to 
retired and disabled recipients. The 
change would apply only to future 
retirees, and current beneficiaries 
who volunteer to switch payment 
dates. 
Staggering the distribution of 
checks could even out the impact on 
financial institutions as well as Social 
Security's workload, particularly as 
the number of recipients grows to 76 
million by the year 2020. 
The proposed reforms are part of 
the Clinton administration's push to 
"reinvent government." The changes, 
which could save as much as $1 bil-
lion over five years, are to be 
announced Wednesday. 
Under Social Security's proposal, 
three additional payment dates could 
be added, such as the second, third, 
and fourth Wednesdays of the month. 
According to documents obtained 
by The Associated Press, the Social 
H&R Block Tax Services Inc., the 
nation's largest income tax return 
preparation service, is already trying 
Checks now go out on the third of 
the month to 49 million Americans, 
The later dates would cost some 
recipients a little interest on their 
benefits; less than 25 cents a month 
by Social Security's estimates. 
FROM PAGE ONE 
•From Page 1 but we will manage," he said. 
tinues to allocate respectable budgets to 
higher education. 
Jorns said the university is in good 
shape when coming under the control of 
its own individual governing board. 
On Jan. 1, 1996, the Board of 
Governors, Eastern's governing body, 
and the Board of Regents will be 
replaced by individual governing boards 
for seven of the eight universities in the 
two systems. 
Also in the address, Jorns said he 
will discuss other university issues such 
as Eastern receiving a recommendation 
for reaccreditation by the North Central 
Association of Colleges and Schools. 
If the state grants the full proposed 
budgets for Eastern, the university will 
allocate about $1.5 million for planning 
priorities at the university, Jorns said. 
This money will be used for planning 
priorities and improvements in areas 
such as staff and faculty salaries and 
library funding, Jorns said. 
"I'm encouraged by our progress and 
by the future," Jorns said. '~d I antici-
pate a lot of work in the coming year." 
Jorns said with an individual govern-
ing board, the university will have to 
handle all of its own affairs, such as 
tuition hikes and employee salaries. 
Eastern received a recommendation 
by the NCA to be reaccredited for 
another 10 years. Eastern was last 
accredited in 1984. 
"Accreditation provides public certifi-
cation that the institution is of high 
quality and assists us in enhancing our 
educational programs and other related 
activities," Jorns said last week. 
Boycott 
.,. From Page 1 
said the boycott has not been 
brought up at their meetings, 
but the RHA would "definite-
ly" support the boycott if 
someone from the Haiti Conn-
ection approaches them. 
Szemiot said she is unsure 
of how to approach the boycott 
because nothing like this has 
ever been brought up to RHA 
before. 
Other groups are also wait-
ing for more information 
about the boycott. Both the 
Interfraternity Council and 
Panhellenic Council, the gov-
erning bodies for the school's 
19 white fraternities and 
sororities, said no proposal 
has been brought to them. 
"I would think (the boycott 
is) an individual choice," said 
Melanie Blum, president of 
"It will be a transition stage in which 
we won't really know what to expect, 
the Panhellenic Council, 
which governs white sorori-
ties. "We are not going to push 
one way or another." 
Yolanda Williams, president 
of the Black Greek Council, 
could not be reached for com-
ment Sunday. 
The Latin American Stu-
dent Organization has also 
withheld discussion about a 
boycott, mainly because the 
group is not completely 
informed about the issue, 
President Delia Bazan said. 
"I didn't want to bring up 
something I'm not informed 
about," Bazan said, adding 
there is a good chance LASO 
would support the boycott if 
approached. 
Lou Hencken, vice presi-
dent for student affairs, said 
he has not been contacted by 
anyone from the Haiti Conn-
ection, but said there is little 
the university can do to boy-
cott Coca-Cola because it is 
bound by a contract with the 
company. 
''This is something which is 
an individual choice for stu-
dents, faculty, and statt:" said 
Lou Hencken, vice president 
for student affairs. 
The university is in the first 
of a five-year contract with 
Coca-Cola in which the com-
pany provides Eastern with 
vending machines and juice 
dispensers for select food ser-
vices. 
Chris Hoster, president of 
the Haiti Connection, said he 
thinks student organizations 
have a responsibility to take a 
stance on the boycott. 
"It is an individual choice, 
but any group that is actively 
involved in anything in society 
can take a stance," Hoster 
said. He said it is not neces-
sarily important that every-
one in the group be in favor of 
the boycott, but the help of an 
organization's stance can help 
bring about change. 
Roy Lanham, the adviser 
for the Haiti Connection, said 
they will hold off approaching 
more student organizations 
until the fall. "Right now 
everyone's worried about get-
ting papers done, not whether 
they are going to drink Pepsi 
or Coke," Lanham said. 
"They'll have to make a per-
sonal choice of whether they'll 
come on board or not," he 
added. 
Haiti Connection members 
decided Friday to begin pro-
viding the campus with more 
information about the boycott 
and its goals. 
Amtrak-
"From Page 1 
Carbondale officials and 
SIU should not be the only 
bodies involved in the re-
search project. 
"We want to see if other 
university presidents 
might get interested in 
this also,'' Dillard said. 
"All university administra-
tions, mayors and council 
should be involved. Uni-
versities are key players 
because of the number of 
students who ride the 
trains." 
Ferguson said Mattoon 
needs to support Carbon-
dale's action because of 
the large number of stu-
dents who ride the trains. 
"It will cause an incon-
venience for everybody," 
Ferguson said. "A lot of 
Eastern and Carbondale 
kids use the train." 
The Amtrak cutbacks in 
Illinois are part of the na-
tionwide cost-cutting move 
aimed at reducing the fed-
eral budget gap. 
However, Ferguson said 
she blames the cuts on 
Amtrak's focus to receive 
state funding. In Decem-
ber, the rail service cut 
several lines running from 
Chicago to cities in Mich-
igan and Wisconsin. How-
ever, those states later 
provided the funds neces-
sary to keep some of those 
lines running. 
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Acrobats 
to visit 
Tuesday 
By ANNA BETZELBERG-
ER 
Staff writer 
The Chinese Golden Dra-
gon Acrobats will bring a 
unique performance of ath-
letic skill and magical acts to 
Eastern's campus Tuesday. 
"They are a troop of acro-
bats, dancers and magicians 
who will perform a variety of 
different things," said Jenn-
ifer Taylor, a member of 
University Board's Human 
Potential Committee. 
They will provide fast 
moving entertainment and 
an exciting event, she said. 
The show, which is spon-
sored by the UB's Human 
Potential Committee, will be 
at 8 p.m. in the Grand 
Ballroom of the Martin Lu-
th er King Jr. University 
Union. Tickets will be sold at 
the door to Eastern students 
for $2 and to the general 
public for $4. 
9 
Senate to discuss 
lobbying, alumni 
By ERIC BECKER 
and CHAD GALLAGHER 
Staff writers 
The Faculty Senate is plan-
ning to hear from two guests 
Tuesday regarding the rela-
tionship between Eastern's 
lobbyist and its alumni ser-
vices, and how it will result in 
Eastern gaining more political 
clout in the state. 
Christine Merrifield, uni-
versity lobbyist, and Lisa 
Barr, director of alumni and 
community relations, are 
scheduled to attend the sen-
ate meeting at 2 p.m. Tuesday 
in the BOG Room of Booth 
Library. 
Faculty Senate Chairman 
John Allison said he hopes the 
senate "can learn about lobby-
ing efforts and the relation-
ship between Barr's work and 
Eastern's lobbyist." 
"Eastern is moving in the 
direction of getting more 
involved in lobbying state leg-
islators," Barr said. "We have 
always planned to work with 
a lobbyist and now we have 
one." 
''E astern is 
moving in the 
direction of get-
ting more in-
volved in lobby-
ing state legisla-
tors" 
' . 
-Lisa Barr 
Director of 
alumni and 
community 
relations 
message across," Barr said. 
Barr said there are more 
than 60,000 alumni, mostly in 
Illinois, that can assist lobby-
ing efforts in such ways as 
contributing funds and 
spreading Eastern's opinion 
on legislation to state legisla-
tors through personal contact, 
letters and phone calls. 
Allison said besides Merri-
field's and Barr's visit, the 
senate has little new business 
to discuss at this weeks meet-
ing. The acrobatics, who origi-
nate from Taiwan, are family 
trained and have been work-
ing at their art since they 
were children, Taylor said. CHET PIOTROWSKI/ Staff photographer 
Barr said coordinating 
efforts between Eastern's lob-
byist and alumni services can 
only benefit the university's 
lobbying attempts. 
Allison said the senate 
meeting will be cut short 
around 3:15 p.m. to allow 
members to attend President 
David Jorns' State of the 
University Address. 
Funny girl "We thought it would be 
great to bring them to cam-
pus," said Molly Skelley, 
human potential coordinator 
for the UB. "It is a mini-cir-
cus without the animals," 
Skelley said. 
Comedian Linda Smith rests her nose on the microphone 
stand during her performance Saturday night in the 
Rathskeller in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
Smith, who has appeared on .MTV; VH 1 and Fox network, 
focused on Catholicism and family values in her act. 
"In sharing messages with 
Chris (Merrifield), we in 
alumni services have a lot of 
alumni that can assist in lob-
bying by making phone calls 
and helping Chris get the 
Jorns' address will take 
place at 3:30 p.m. Tuesday in 
the Lumpkin Hall Aud-
itorium. 
The Chinese Golden Dra-
gons have performed at vari-
ous theme parks across the 
country, Skelley said. Sigma Kappa, Sigma Pi win Greek Week 
After viewing videos of the 
Chinese acrobats, the UB 
Human Potential Committee 
decided the group would be 
beneficial entertainment for 
Eastern's campus, Skelley 
said. 
"We thought the Chinese 
Golden Dragon Acrobats 
would provide an education-
al experience for our cam-
pus," Skelley said. "We are 
really excited about it, and 
we hope people will come 
and see it." 
EASTERN 
ILLINOIS 
UNIVERSITY 
presents 
By JOANNE CLARK 
Staff writer 
Sigma Kappa sorority and Sigma Pi 
fraternity were named champions at 
the completion of the 1995 Greek 
Week activities on Saturday. 
In the overall results of the sorority 
division, Sigma Kappa was followed 
by the women of Alpha Gamma Delta, 
who took second and Sigma Sigma 
Sigma, who took third. 
Sigma Pi took first place overall in 
the fraternity division with the men of 
Pi Kappa Alpha placing second and 
Delta Tau Delta taking third place. 
Adapted by RT. Guidotti Directed by C.P. Blanchette 
7:00 pm April 12, 13, 14, 15, 21 
2:00 pm April 16, 22, 23 
on the Mainstage 
Doudna Fine Arts Center 
$8 Adults, $6 Senior Citizens, Children & EIU Faculty /Staff 
$3.50 EIU Students 
Phone 581-3110 for reservations and information. 
Results in individual competitions 
at the completion of the Greek Week 
Games were as follows: 
• In the airband competition, Pi 
Kappa Alpha fraternity and Delta 
Zeta sorority took first place. 
Airband is a competition where 
greek organizations develop a song 
and dance routine to a popular song. 
•Women's Tugs were won by Sigma 
Sigma Sigma defeating Sigma Kappa. 
• Little Men's Tugs were won by 
Sigma Pi defeating Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
• Big Men's Tugs were won by 
Sigma Pi defeating Pi Kappa Alpha. 
• The winners of fraternity Co-
llegiate Bowl were Delta Tau Delta in 
first place and Sigma Nu in second. 
• Sigma Chi and Sigma Kappa were 
the winners of the Men's and Women's 
Biathalons. 
• The Men's and Women's Obstacles 
were won by Sigma Chi fraternity and 
Alpha Phi sorority. 
• Sigma Pi came in first place for 
Men's Volleyball competition with 
Delta Chi coming in second place. 
• Women's Volleyball competition 
was won by Alpha Sigma Alpha and 
Sigma Kappa taking second place. 
¥Daily Eastern New~ 
Students should 
question provost 
candidates 
Today and Thursday are important days 
for Eastern's academic future. 
This week, students and faculty will have 
the opportunity to question candidates for 
Eastern' s provost. 
Two of the five candidates for pro-
vost/vice president 
Edi to:riBl fo~ ~cade~ic affairs 
will interview at East-
ern. Students and fac-
ulty will have a chance to meet these candi-
dates at 3:30 p.m. today in the 1895 Room 
of the Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union and at 3:30 p.m. Thursday in the 
BOG Room of Booth Library. The other three 
candidates will interview in the following 
two weeks. 
Students should take a few minutes out 
of their schedule today and Thursday to par-
ticipate in the interviews. They should ask 
the candidates how they can promote East-
ern' s academic tradition, at a time when 
college tuition continues to climb while 
higher education funding continues to fall. 
The provost is the second highest admin-
istrative official at Eastern and oversees all 
facets of academic affairs and works hand-
in-hand with the university president. 
Eastern' s provost position became vacant 
when Barbara Hill announced her retire-
ment, effective this school year's end. 
Today, Thomas D. Moore, provost and 
vice president for academic affairs at Central 
Washington University in Ellensburg, Wash., 
will be on campus to interview with faculty 
and students. 
Moore has been involved with adminis-
trative duties since he began work at Kent 
State University in 1975. 
On Thursday, Betty Greathouse, dean of 
the school of education at California State 
University will interview for the position. 
Students and faculty often complain 
their voices are left out when deciding ad-
ministrative matters. 
Today and Thursday provide the campus 
community with an excellent opportunity to 
speak out and scrutinize the candidates for 
Eastern' s provost. 
Campus should be accessible for all students 
When she zipped her battery an equal-opportunity basis for 
powered wheelchair into the "Students with dis- the disabled. 
washroom of Wendy's in Chari "Several people have told me 
ston last spring, Eastern sopho- abilities often expe- that Eastern should make itself 
more Jennie Nimtz had no idea rience a d!ff erent wheelchair accessible not 
she was going to be trapped. kind of accessibility because it's the law, but because 
As she tried to exit the wash problem. In the it wants to," Nimtz said. 
room, she realized she didn't social realm, other Making Eastern fully accessi-
have enough room to get out. ble would include creating 
With her roommate waiting for L...J_ i:...._.- students may be smoother sidewalks, accessible 
her, she realized that she was Sam qfraid or timid in bathrooms, lifts, elevators, 
stuck in a fast-food restroom, approaching them." ramps and curb cuts, among 
and she began to laugh hysteri- McKee other things. 
cally. ----------------- 'There are days when I don't 
Her roommate notified the manager, and he informed drink for several hours because it is so difficult to find a 
Jenny that the door needed to be taken off at the hinges. washroom I can use. That's not healthy, and I experience 
A vision of firemen invading the restaurant and ripping this problem almost everywhere (including Eastern.)" 
the door off flooded her mind. Fortunately, the firemen "I know (making Eastern accessible) is expensive, and 
weren't called, and Jenny continued to laugh as the man- I know it takes time. But it has to be done." 
ager removed the door. Nimtz said she would rather focus her sometimes-lim-
"You have to laugh or else you'd go craxy," said ited energy on her classes instead of the basic tasks of 
Nimtz, a health studies major. "I have to deal with it in eating, drinking, travelling to class or finding a restroom. 
humor." Students with disabilities often experience a different 
The only possible harm this situation brought her was kind of accessibility problem. In the social realm, other 
soreness from her incessant laughter and some embar- students may be afraid or timid in approaching them. 
rassment. But other times, facilities that fail to provide Krista Erickson, a sophomore sociology major who is 
wheelchair-accessible washrooms have caused her great- blind, said some students may be held back for fear of 
er pain. saying the wrong thing. 
At an Eastern football game this fall, nature was calling 'They say something like 'Did you see that on T.V.?' 
and Nimtz headed for a washroom. She was alone and Then they remember I'm blind, and they stop themselves 
didn't have time to go back to Ford Hall, where she lives. and apologize. 
The bathroom stall was narrow and didn't have a grab "I really don't find that offensive at all. It's actually 
bar. When she tried to walk back to her wheelchair, she pretty funny," she said. "A good sense of humor can 
fell, hitting her head on a cement wall. The Eastern police carry people through those awkward moments." 
had to come and lift her back into her wheelchair. She Erickson said the key to getting to know a physically 
went to the hospital that evening and experienced pain challenged person is simple. "Just come up to me like 
In her hip, head and neck for two weeks. any other person." 
She doesn't want people to think that Eastern hasn't Nimtz said everybody isn't necessarily going to 
made efforts to make the university more accessible. respond positively. 
"Eastern has done a lot of good things for me," Nimtz "Don't be offended if they don't respond. If they snap 
said. at you, it may mean they're having a bad day just like 
Ford Hall has been equipped with automatic door any non-disabled person." 
openers and a wheelchair-accessible shower and desk. In both accessibility issues, there is a common cause. 
'There are things they have done, but there are still a "A lot of people don't know how to look past the 
lot more things they need to do," Nimtz said. wheelchair and the white cane," Nimtz said. 'They see 
CMI Engineering journal reported in January that all the machinery, but they miss the j:>erson." 
public entities that have failed to make their programs 
fully accessible by Jan. 26 face penalties under the Amer-
icans with Disabilities Act of t 990. The act requires that 
all goods, seivlces and facilities should be provided on 
- Sam McKee is the features editor and a regular colum-
nist for The Daily fdstem News. 
Apology from past 
DEN columnist 
'hardly necessary' 
Dear Editor: 
Chris Sundheim's apologetic 
column (April 3, t 995) was well-
Intended but hardly necessary. 
Chris is one of the most talent-
ed reporters The Daily Eastern 
News has produced in years, and 
the idea of questioning his pro-
fessional integrity is laughable to 
anyone who knows him. I'm sure 
any similarity between his col-
umn and Molly Ivins' was purely 
inadvertent. 
Plagiarism is a serious offense 
for journalists, but let's not let 
our fear of it devolve into some 
sort of tedious witch hunt. 
Dan Hagen 
Title IX meant 
to raise opportunity 
for men and women 
Dear editor: 
On Monday evening, M arch 
27, t 995, Mr. Ed Kelly reported 
on WCIA television that Illinois 
State University had announced 
plans to drop wrestling and 
men's soccer as interscholastic 
sports. He reported, pictorially , 
that athletes and supporters were 
demonstrating before the offices 
of senior administrators at ISU 
Tonrtnrn 
had been dropped by Eastern 
Illinois University earlier this year. 
The two sports, men's wrestling 
and men's swimming were rein-
stated at Eastern around March 
6-9, t 995 after further considera-
tion by the administration and 
supporters of well- rounded ath-
letic programs. 
Title IX of the t 972 modifica-
tion of the U.S. Civil Rights Act is 
blamed for these decisions. The 
Chronicles of Higher Education, a 
newspaper for higher education, 
has reported several times that 
dropping sports in order to com-
ply with Title IX is contrary to the 
intent and purpose of equal-
ization of opportunity for women 
in athletics. The purpose of title 
IX is to raise the opportunity for 
women to equal that of men -
not to decrease the opportunity 
for men or for both sexes. 
The San Francisco Examiner 
carried an article on Sun., March 
19, t 995 that San Francisco State 
University would join the short 
list of California State Universities 
that had already announced they 
would drop football from their 
athletic programs. 
Today, some 20 years after w e 
should have begun to comply 
with the unfunded mandate of 
Title IX, if a new university were 
to surface, what sports should it 
attempt to offer above the intra-
mural lev el? Men's and women's 
basketball? M en's and women's 
track? M en 's and women's 
requesting reinstatement of the wrestling? Men's and women's 
sports. Earlier new s releases had gymnastics? And, should any or 
indicated that ISU would be all such sports be offered at the 
adding women's soccer. Western club or g rant-in-aid levels? What 
Illinois University had added co-educational sports w ould be 
women 's soccer last year. w orthwhile? 
versity administrator has asked 
the student body for sport-by-
sport opinions. After all, they are 
the public and will be paying the 
bills for all sports, and they will 
suffer for those that are not 
offered equally and fairly. 
Lewis H. Coon 
Letter polic7 
The Daily Eastern News 
encourages letters to the editor 
concerning any local, state, 
national or international issue. 
Letters should be less than 350 
words. For the letter to be print-
ed, the name of the author, in 
addition to the author's address 
and telephone number, must be 
included. If necessary, letters w ill 
be edited according to length 
and space at the discretion of the 
editorial page editor or editor in 
chief. 
Anonymous letters will not be 
printed. 
If a letter has more than three 
authors, only the names of the 
first three will be printed. 
Uolumn policf 
The Daily Eastern News 
encourages readers to submit 
g uest columns concerning any 
topic or issue that may be rele-
vant to our readership. 
Columns should be restricted 
to no more than two typewritten 
double-spaced pages and must 
include the author's name and 
telephone num ber. 
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Kahles wins 
Senior Award 
CHET PIOTROWSKI/ Staff photographer 
Grand slam 
Jeff Venable, a sophomore history major, Cory Yokel, a.freshman sociology major and Tom 
Hovey, a sophomore biochemistry mqjor; practice for the Tau Kappa Epsilon.fraternity soft-
ball league Sunday afternoon on the Intramural Field behind the Campus Pond. 
ISU sued for discrimination 
NORMAL (AP) - First they helped white 
men get jobs. Then they balanced that by help-
ing women and minorities. Then they went for 
the middle ground by trying to help everyone. 
And what Illinois State University officials 
got for their pains was a federal lawsuit and a 
lesson in the complexities of affirmative action. 
"It is frustrating. You're damned if you do 
and damned if you don't," said Robert Foldesi, 
ISU's assistant vice president for human 
resources. 
But others don't have any sympathy for the 
university, which is being sued by the U.S. 
Justice Department for telling white men they 
couldn't join the staff through an apprentice 
janitor program. 
"How you get balance and equity by slanting 
it the other way is beyond me," said one janitor, 
a white man who spoke only on condition of 
anonymity. "It waters down the standards." 
By STACEY COHEN 
Staff writer 
Kristie Kahles has received 
this year's Outstanding Senior 
Award. 
Kahles, a speech communi-
cation major and student vice 
president for academic affairs, 
will receive the award in a cer-
emony on May 9. 
Qualifications for the award 
include academic achieve-
ments, participation in extra-
curricular programs, partici-
pation in community-related 
events or programming and 
employment experience. 
Recipients of this award are 
chosen on recommendations 
from faculty members. 
Kahles received the award 
over nine other candidates. 
"I don't think recognition is 
necessary," Kahles said. 
"Though it's nice to be recog-
nized for everything I've done." 
Along with her position in 
the Student Government, 
Kahles is a member of Alpha 
Sigma Alpha sorority, the 
executive board and the cabi-
net of the Panhellenic Council. 
She also has been listed 
among the Top 10 Greek 
women for the past two years, 
has received the Elizabeth 
Bird Small Award, the Frost 
Fidelity A-
ward and is 
listed among 
"Who's Who" 
of college 
and univer-
sity stu-
dents. 
Kahles 
Kristie Kahles maintains a 
grade-point 
average of3.2. 
As part of the award, 
Kahles will receive a plaque, a 
certificate and her name will 
be added to the list of out-
standing seniors posted in the 
Martin Luther King Union Jr. 
University Union walkway. 
Kahles said she thinks her 
work in Student Government 
is what may have given her an 
advantage, but she said, "If fd 
had a choice, I'd give (the 
award) to all the nominees 
because they've worked really 
hard in the Charleston com-
munity and on Eastern's cam-
pus." 
Kahles said she is over-
whelmed that she won, adding 
the support of her family, 
sorority and countless other 
friends has helped her in her 
career. 
"I just can't emphasize how 
important those people are to 
me," she said. 
Bill to defend corn growers from 'potshots' 
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - ''Agricultural 
disparagement" might mean spread-
ing an earful of lies about Illinois 
corn, but it might also mean com-
plaining about the treatment of feed-
lot animals. 
Under legislation pending in the 
Illinois General Assembly, farmers, 
chemical companies and other agri-
cultural producers could recover 
triple damages from anyone who 
"willfully or purposefully" spreads 
false reports about their products. 
Moreover, people who spread "false 
and defamatory" statements about an 
entire group of producers or products 
could be sued for unlimited damages. 
"We're concerned about people tak-
ing potshots at farmers or their prod-
ucts," said the bill's sponsor, Sen. 
Todd Sieben, R-Geneseo. "There are 
groups out there that I believe are 
distorting the facts about agricul-
ture." The bill's proponents say far-
mers have had a growing concern 
since the highly publicized Alar scare 
in 1989 that devastated many 
Washington state apple growers. 
Farm groups also acknowledge 
they are cultivating methods to curb 
criticism from animal-rights groups 
and environmentalists. 
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Toppings only $1 
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--------------------------348-1626 
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Weekend Klan 
rally draws 400 
BENTON (AP) - A week-
end rally here by 19 Ku Klux 
Klan members attracted a 
crowd of 400. 
Some of the onlookers were 
Klan supporters, some were 
opponents, and many were 
merely curious. There were 
some shouting matches, but 
no fights. 
The Klansmen were driven 
onto the town square on 
Saturday by police in vans. 
The Klansmen stood be-
hind shields painted with 
crosses and beneath Con-
federate flags on the steps of 
the Franklin County Court-
house. The crowd was about 
100 feet away and separated 
by a fence. 
Two Klan members de-
nounced blacks, Jews, other 
ethnic groups, and homosexu-
als, as well as liberal politi-
cians and reporters. They 
said they support law en-
forcement, and they offered 
Bible quotations to support 
their belief in the superiority 
of whites. 
Dennis McGiffen, Grand 
Dragon of the Knights of the 
KKK in Illinois, said he 
thought the rally "went 
great." 
"Attracting new members 
is always a goal at any rally. 
We welcome their support," 
he said. 
One of the crowd members 
who liked what he heard was 
Rick Holifield of Sikeston, 
Mo. 
"I think they are right," 
Holifield said. "I agree with 
everything they are saying. I 
came here to find out how we 
can get them down (to Sikes-
ton)." About seven students 
from Austin-Peay State Uni-
versity in Clarksville, Tenn., 
felt differently. 
"I felt it was important to 
take a stand. If you don't 
come, then you are taking a 
stand and that's not the stand 
I wanted to take," said Kayce 
Lampp, who helped hold a 
banner opposing the Klan. 
Dole front runner 
for GOP nomination 
WASHINGTON (AP) -
Bob Dole nods at the sugges-
tion the 1996 Republican 
presidential nomination is 
his to lose. 
"Unless I blow it," he says 
calmly. 
Plenty of Republicans pre-
dict he will. He's too old, they 
say, too moderate, too willing 
to deal, too involved in too 
many tax increases. Too 
much a legislator and not 
enough a visionary. Too much 
a product of the World War II 
generation to please the 
younger, more confrontation-
al Republican activists. 
''We'll see," the 71-year-old 
Senate majority leader says 
evenly. "But I don't think so." 
The test officially begins 
Monday, when Dole returns 
home to Kansas to launch his 
third quest for the presiden-
cy. This time, Dole begins as 
the GOP front-runner - way 
ahead in early polls and, 
unlike his prior campaigns, 
the beneficiary of a slew of 
early endorsements and 
strong organizing in crucial 
states. 
with 
Man of the House (PG) 
7:15, 9:30 
Brady Bunch {PG-13) 
7:00, 9:00 
"I think I have a certain 
advantage this time in being 
better known, in being in the 
leader's position," Dole said 
in an interview last week. "I 
think most people think I'm 
fairly steady, stable, not 
going to go over the cliff, not 
going to be extreme." 
At Dole headquarters, two 
maps taped to campaign 
manager Scott Reed's office 
walls say a lot about the 
strategy: Win the kickoff con-
tests in Iowa and New 
Hampshire. 
"If we do that, we'll be 
almost impossible to stop," 
said Reed. 
Just in case, following 
George Bush's 1988 model, 
Dole is building strong orga-
nizations in South Carolina 
and New York as firewalls. 
Despite Dole's careful 
work, many in the GOP 
ranks remain convinced his 
candidacy is fragile. 
"Right now he is benefiting 
from a weak field with no 
other nationally known can-
didate," said Republican 
strategist John Sears. 
LUtiCH sr~~l~LS 
•6ar-6-Que c;hicken 
aandwic;h on kai5er roll 
w/c;up of aoup or aalad 
•Ham and l:ieana with 
c;orn muffin 
•Canadian l:iacon and 
c;heeee omelette, muffin 
and choice of fruit or 
salad 
EVENING SPECIALS 
Mon-Sat AFTER 5PM 
•Chicken mozzarella, 
5alad, and garlic 1:1read 
GREAT BREAKFASTS 
EVERY MORNING! 
409 7th St.• 345~7427 
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April 11th 
Morton Park 
at 6 pm 
Anyone interested in joining the 
EIU Blood Drive Committee please come. 
This Week in the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.~~ 
Monday, Aprll 10 
Registration 
Swordfighter's Guild 
Panhel Meeting 
BGC 
IVCF Prayer 
College of Education 
Judicial Affairs 
Crisis Pregnancy Center 
CPA Review 
In the Rathskeller 
99¢ Pizza Burger 
$299 Jumbo Pork Fritter Sandwich 
served with Fries and Drink 
$345 Meat or Veggie Lasagna 
(includes soup or small salad, drink, 
potato, & vegetable) 
Tuesday, April 11 
Music Department 
Circle K Meeting 
Faith Builders Fellows 
LASO 
Housing Staff 
Cote Meeting 
BSU 
Newman Catholic Center 
Student Government 
University Board 
College of Education 
National Residence Hall 
E.A.R.T.H. 
Athletic Department 
Apportionment Board 
Minority Affairs 
In the Rathskeller 
99¢ 1/3 lb. Rathskeller Hamburger 
$299 Italian Beef Sandwich 
(served vvith Fries and Drink) 
s345 Jumbo Pork Cutlet 
(includes soup or small salad, drink, potato, 
& vegetable) 
Wednesday, April 12 
Athletic Department 
Unity Gospel Bible Study 
Episcopal Communion 
Panhellenic Council 
Student Government 
IFC/Panhel 
CPA Review 
DB/Comedy 
In the Rathskeller 
99¢ Gyro 
$299 Meatball Hero 
(served with Fries and Drink) 
$345 Cordon Blue 
(includes soup or small salad, drink, 
potato, & vegetable) 
Thursday, April 13 
Student Government 
Journalism Department 
EIU Annuitants 
Christian Campus Fellowship 
Intercollegiate Athletics 
College of Business 
Baptist Student Union 
IFC 
Eng. Dept. V.P. Interviews 
IFC/Panhel 
Panhellenic Council 
Athletic Department 
ROTC 
Swordfighters Guild 
DB/Mini-concerts 
In the Rathskeller 
99<: Sloppy Joe 
s299 Batter Dipped Chicken 
(served with Fries and Drink) 
s3o Swiss Steak 
(includes soup or small salad, drink, potato, & vegetable) 
Friday, April 14 
Newman Catholic Center 
ROTC 
Eng. Dept. V.P. Interviews 
College of Education 
In the Rathskeller 
99¢ Fish Sandwich 
$299 Sausage of the Week (Brat-Polish-Italian) 
served with Fries and Drink 
s345 Salmon Patty 
(includes soup or small salad, drink, 
potato, & vegetable) 
Saturday •. April 15 
BSU 
March of Dimes 
Sunday, April 16 
Multicultural Student 
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. 
UNIVERSITY UNION 
KeehReadin 
For More~ 
Upcoming 
Events 
~ i 
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Photo by Lori Rubenacker 
A member of the University of Illinois Black Chorus performs a solo number. 
(The concert, an extension of Black History month events, was held on March 3, in the Dvorak Hall.) 
"Hallelujah", U of I Black 
Chorus raises spirits 
By SARAH WONG 
Staff writer 
The University of Illinois Black 
Chorus packed the Dvorak Concert 
Hall as they filled the air with the 
smooth sounds of gospel during their 
March 3 performance. 
The U of I Black Chorus consists 
of 71 members, eight being Native 
American students. 
The chorus sang new and tradition-
"Jesus Christ is one of the 
audience, we are not only 
singing to you, but also singing 
to Him under His glory." 
- Ollie Watt Davis 
Director 
al church songs such as, "Hold On," style music opened the performance 
"Come to Me," "Hallelujah, Praise to with songs using 3 different African 
God," "Searching for Lord," and languages. Every beat brought spirit 
"Lord, We praise You." They closed to the audience. As the spirit rose 
the concert with "Gain the World." inside the concert hall, the chorus 
Under the direction of Ollie Watt received much applause. 
Davi.s_, tJi.e. cporus was.~s!l(S!ed by .tw.Q . One special chorus member was 
student:co_nductdt.s<S:<:lutb African: ·a~ou t 5-years-old. Her voice was 
beautiful and stood out among the 
other voices. Everyone in the audi-
ence seemed to adore her. 
During the performance, the chorus 
director gave a message to the audi-
ence. 
"Jesus Christ is one of the audi-
ence, we are not only singing to you, 
but also singing to Him under His 
glory." 
As the director delivered this mes-
sage, it was received with much hap-
piness, as many in the audience raised 
their hands and proclaimed 
"Hallelujah!" "" 
The audience seemed to be left 
wanting more of what the chorus 
delivered that evening: more glorious 
sounds, more words of praise and 
more peace of mind. 
28 Monday, March 6, 1995 Minority TODAY 
'History of Blackfeet tribe explained through music 
"Beyond the veil" looks at the 
women of the Middle East 
BY LARRY HOLLAND 
Staff writer 
The panel entitled Beyond 
the Veil is associated with 
women in the Middle East 
wearing veils and this discus-
sion is about getting beyond 
the generalization of women in 
the Middle East. 
The Women's Studies 
Council and the History Club 
presented an all women panel 
to discuss the perspectives on 
Middle Eastern women in 
honor of Women's History and 
Awareness Month. 
It took place at 5 p.m. 
March 7 at the Martin Luther 
King Union in the Kansas 
Room. 
The panel consisted of 
Eastern English Department 
Professors, Dr. Anne Zahlan, 
Dr. Bonnie Irwin and Dr. 
Susan Bazargan. 
The women in the Middle 
East are regarded as indifferent 
to women in the West. Zalhan 
stated to the audience that their 
are several types of women in 
both regions. 
Women in the Middle East 
belong to several religions, 
various social classes and 
numerous political persua-
sions. Among them are politi-
cal activist, house wives, 
socialites and intellectuals. 
Arab women are peasants and 
servants, they're also business 
women, teachers and diplo-
mats. 
The American women are 
sometimes tempted to be com-
placent in comparing them 
selves with Middle Eastern 
women. The criteria by which 
women, liberated or semi-lib-
erated, may however be more 
culture bound and less univer-
sal than they like to think. 
Forough Farrokhzad was a 
writer and film maker born on 
Jan. 5, 1935 in Tehran, Iran 
she died Feb. 14, 1967. Her 
most noted documentary film 
was THE HOUSE IS DARK, 
based on the lives of lepers in 
a colony in Tabriz, Iran . The 
film won first prize in the 
Oberhausen Festival in 1963. 
Bazargan stated to the audi-
ence that Farrokhzad was an 
inspiration figure to her grow-
ing up as a child in Tehran. 
She went on to add how the 
collection of her poetry was a 
voice of a women trying to 
find herself and how it was a 
voice for all women in Iran. 
Her published poems con-
sists of; The Captive 1955, 
The Wall 1956, Rebellion 
1957, Another birth 1963, 
Beginning of the cold season 
1974. She went on to add how 
the beginning of the cold sea-
son is telling us once you seek 
liberation, once you go beyond 
the veil, things are not going to 
be easy, your entering the cold 
season. 
Dr. Irwin, the last panel 
member to speak, focused on 
Nawal Sadawi, a well known 
fiction and poetry writer in the 
Middle East. Sadawi as well as 
being a writer also has a medi-
cal degree. 
Irwin told the audience 
Sadawi's specialty in writing 
is psychology and many of her 
novels deal with the inter-tur-
moil of women who face sup-
pression in society as they try 
to fulfill their desire for libera-
tion. 
Some of Sadawi's works 
includes Women and Sex, The 
Hidden Faces of Eve and 
Women At Point Zero. 
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We still have a long way to go Baby ... 
BY SARAH WONG 
Staff Writer 
March is Women's History Month and being 
from Hong Kong, there is a noticeable difference 
between the rights of American women and the 
rights of Asian women. 
I think American women are one of the lucky 
groups in the world. They have more freedom and 
civil rights than women in other countries. For 
example, in some countries in Asia, women have 
no right to choose their husbands. They do not 
know their husband until the day they get married. 
It is sad. 
Traditionally, women in Asia can not ask for a 
divorce. Only since 1949, when China became 
People's Republic of China, have women been 
allowed to divorce. If a woman gets a divorce, her 
neighbors will look at her with strange eyes. We, 
as women, are told to obey our husbands after we 
get married and give them the satisfaction they ask 
for. 
This idea of obedience is passed down from 
generation to generation. Men can divorce their 
wives whenever they want to. In the old days, if a 
woman did not give birth to a boy, her husband 
could divorce her. This tradition still exists in 
China. 
In the past husbands could have more than one 
wife. If the wife wanted to have a seat in her hus-
band's family, she had to satisfy his needs and give 
birth to a boy. If she gave birth to a girl, she either 
killed the baby or left her on the side of the road in 
hope of someone adopting her. 
Men were the prominent part of society because 
they were the ones who earned a living. Women's 
duties consisted of staying home, taking care of the 
housework and having supper ready when the hus-
band came home. 
In addition, wives were supposed to get the bath 
ready for their husbands. They could not eat, take 
a bath or shower until their husband was finished. 
Now women in Asia can go to work, but they 
have very little respect from male workers. In 
Japan, female workers are underpaid and they must 
do more work than the men for less money. 
Now women are fighting for their civil rights. 
They want equal rights and equal pay, just like 
their male co-workers. Asian women are beginning 
to take charge of their lives but it will take a while 
before this happens. 
As the women of Asia continue their fight for 
equality, so does the rest of the world's women. 
We still have a long way to go before we can 
obtain equality of the sexes. 
Minority Today staff would like to congratulate Jennifer Nieves, 
features editor for Minority Today for Fall Semester 1995 
The Joy Luck Club 
A movie to like, but a book to Love 
BY SARAH WONG 
Staff writer 
Amy Tan's book, The Joy Luck Club, proved 
the written word to be better than the silver 
screen. Though both were excellent, the movie 
pales in comparison. 
The book brings you into the lives of four 
women, from the fall of their first marriages in 
China to their lives and happy second marriages 
in America. Meanwhile the mothers and daugh-
ters learned how their marriages connected. 
In the beginning, a voice says, "In America, I 
will have a daughter just like me .... This (Swan) 
feather may look worthless, but it comes from 
afar and carries with it all my good intentions." 
This woman had a swan with her when she 
first came to America, but the immigration offi-
cials took it away from her, all she had left was 
one swan feather. Readers will not find out who 
this woman is until the end of the story. 
One of the characters, Suyuan Woo, created 
"The Joy Luck Club" along with three other 
women when they came to America. They play 
Mah Jong (a gambling game which needs four 
people to play) once every week and everybody 
takes turn cooking their best recipes. 
Suyuan Woo and another woman, An-mei Hsu, 
were enemies. They fought with each other over 
who was the best cook and sometimes they used 
their daughters as a tool. 
Suyuan Woo has a daughter whose name is 
Jing-mei "June" Woo. After suyuan dies, the 
three women asked June to take her mother's 
plac<: in "The Joy Luck Ciub." June came to 
understand her mother through talking with the 
other women. 
An-mei Hsu's mother was forced to remarry 
after her husband died. She wanted her daughter 
to have a brighter future. An-mei, after coming 
to America, expected the same from her daugh-
ter, Rose Hse Jordan. After Rose failed her mar-
riage, they came to understand each other and 
became best friends. 
The third woman, Lindo Jong, was forced to 
marry someone who was younger than her. She 
met her husband at the alter. After the contract 
with her husband's family, her family treated her 
as someone else's daughter. She used a trick (if 
readers want to find what trick it is, they have to 
read the book) to get out of the marriage and to 
come to America. 
Lindo Jong's daughter, Waverly Jong wanted 
to marry someone who was not Chinese, after 
her failed relationship with a Chinese man. She 
tried to get approval from her mother. 
The forth woman, Ying-ying St. Clair, married 
someone who she thought she could trust for 
life. Her husband turned out to be a playboy. She 
decided to take away something that was very 
important to him (readers need to read the book 
to find out what it is) and she left for America. 
St. Clair's daughter, Lena, followed the same 
footsteps as her mother. She talked to her mother 
and they came to understand each other. Later, 
they became best friends. 
By the end of the story, the voice returned to 
say, "This feather may look worthless, but it 
comes from afar and carries with it all my good 
intcnliu1.c,. 
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Photo Opinion: What women has inspired 
impacted your life? 
or All photos 
by Chet 
Piotrowski 
Bernard Moore 
Communications/freshman 
"My grandmother and my mother. The 
told me to keep my head up, put God 
first and all other things would fall into 
place. And to just believe in myself 
and have dedication and pride." 
Terrance Baker 
Business/freshman 
"My mother and my grandmother 
because they taught me that with hard 
work, you can succeed at anything." 
Stacy Distel 
Elementary education/junior 
''My mother because she raised my sister 
and I completely on her own and she's very 
dedicated." 
Jill Montalta 
Accounting/freshman 
"Jaqueline Kennedy because she's 
always done what's right for her and 
the country. After her husband died, 
she was still very strong." 
APRIL 
PHOTO OPINION 
QUESTION 
Deana Scurry 
Psychology/sophomore 
"My mother because not only does she 
show love, compassion, caring and 
understanding to me but to other peo-
ple as well. I admire her strength, 
christianity and raising me to be the 
woman that I am today." 
Chanon Slaughter 
Pre-engineering/sophomore 
"My mother for raising three kids on 
her own, keeping us out of trouble and 
because she sacrificed things for herself 
so that her kids could have the best 
things in life." 
Kevin Crawford 
Psychology/freshman 
"My grandmother. When I was young, 
she had this floor-mounted TV and I 
kicked it over for my own reason. She 
said in life you work hard, do right or 
you end up kickin' your own ass.". 
Shawanda Hines 
Sociology/freshman 
"My mother. She's a really good exam-
ple as to how to balance a family, work 
and still have time for herself. She's 
very committed to everything she 
does." 
IN WHAT WAY, DO YOU THINK MINORITY TODAY 
CAN IMPROVE? 
This month's photo opinion 
pertains to what woman 
impacted your life as a trib-
ute to Women's History 
Month 
VOICES 
VOICES 
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Hill speaks to Eastern 
BY KISHA V. JENKINS 
Staff writer 
Anita Hill, women's rights advocate 
and professor of law, left the audience 
with strongly mixed emotions after her 
speech on March 22 in the Grand 
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. 
The University Board's Lectures 
Committee brought Hill to campus as a 
special event in dedication to Women's 
History and Awareness Month. 
Hill spoke to an audience of approxi-
mately 600, consisting of Eastem's facul-
ty, student body, and local residents. 
used in referring to the 
present teenage and 
twenty-something 
members of today's 
society. 
After explaining her 
understood definition. 
Hill addressed audi-
ence members of that 
generation and 
explained the changes 
they need to make in 
our society. 
behavior that can 
turn into the 
unlearned oppres-
sion of keeping 
women in their 
place." She went on 
to add that sexual 
harassment is a 
major killer of 
women in the work-
place, and domestic 
violence is the lead-
ing cause of injury 
to adult women. 
"At a time of limited resources, ... the 
hardest thing to maintain is your integri-
ty," she said. "There will be efforts to 
compromise the quality of your work but, 
if you maintain your integrity you will and 
can succeed." 
Some students who attended Hill's lec-
ture had conflicting opinions of the 
address. 
Teresa Tucker, a junior psychology 
major, said "it was inspiring to hear the 
perspective of a Black woman who has 
made it in a White man's society and has 
faced sexual harassment personally." 
Professor of law at the University of 
Oklahoma, Hill became nationally known 
in 1991 when she testified about allega-
tions that she had been sexually harassed 
by, former U.S. Supreme Court nominee, 
Clarence Thomas. 
"We need personal 
activism," Hill said. 
"If you can get 
involved, and learn as 
much as you can. You 
can try and change 
things anyway you 
Anita Hill speaking at the 
podium 
The final issue, 
which was briefly 
discussed, was affir-
mative action. Hill 
gave the main rea-
son why affirmative 
Greg Pipkin, a junior history-secondary 
education major, said Hill's message was 
neither inspiring nor informative. He said 
he believed Hill's speech did not serve the 
purpose he it was intended to serve. 
"In reality, Anita Hill's speech did not 
provide very adequate information," 
Pipkin said. "Yes, there is sexual harass-
ment in the workplace, but there are many 
other problems existing that the audience 
needed to be informed of." 
During her presentation, Hill addressed 
issues such as the definition of 
"Generation X", which she felt was a term 
can." 
Hill proceeded to discuss gender 
oppression as it relates to sexual harass-
ment and domestic violence. She 
described the two issues as, "learned 
action exists: 
because of inequality among racial 
groups. She gave her opinion on the issue 
and ended her presentation with some 
words of advice. 
Eastern student achieves her personal best 
By TONY PEREZ 
Features editor 
Many students dream of improving the future of 
American society, but Christina Gonzales, a junior 
sociology major, is not only following her dream, 
she is following family tradition. 
Tina, as she's better known, has attended Eastern 
for two years after transferring from Lincoln 
College. Since then, she's got involved with the 
EIU Dancers, LASO, Newman Catholic Center and 
joined in the fight against domestic violence. 
Gonzales grew up in a community on the West 
side of Chicago called Pilsen with three sisters, her 
mother and stepfather. It is here that she learned 
about the importance of community involvement 
and the fight for the people's needs. 
With the Newman Catholic Center, Tina, along 
with other students, participated in rebuilding and 
repairing homes, visiting a women's shelter in 
Chicago called The Port and other volunteer work. 
"I try to get involved with the church's volunteer 
groups as much as possible," said Gonzales. 
The love for the community could not be avoid-
ed, for she was born into it. Gonzales' parents 
Mary Gonzales and Gregory Galluzzo work as com-
munity organizers at the Gamaliel Foundation 
training and helping churches form other neighbor-
hoods to get what they need to improve their own 
community. 
While Gonzales' parents are organizing, her two 
older sisters work at Spaulding elementary school. 
One sister works as an assistant working with phys-
ically challenged children and the other as a speech 
pathologist. Meanwhile Gonzales' younger sister 
Donna, 13, sings in the All-City Choir. 
The family's community service doesn't stop 
there. Guadalupe Gonzales, Tina's grandmother and 
recipient of the Midwest Northeast Voter 
Registration and Education Project's National Hero 
Award, has formed many community programs such 
as El Valor, a place where disabled people can 
work, Esparanza, a program created to help physi-
cally challenged children learn and other programs 
like these. 
Talking about her grandmother, Tina says, "She's 
my hero. She's done so much already, but she's 
ready to do more." 
Dancing since she was 9-years-old and singing 
since the age of eight, Tina has always had a con-
nection with music. This includes singing in the 
church choir and joining dance groups. It is this 
love for the arts and involvement with the commu-
nity that inspired her to plan the opening of a fine-
arts-based community center. 
"A lot of the programs in the community are 
based to help kids, but only up to a certain point, 
such as baseball leagues and others that don't deal 
with school," Gonzales explained. 
"I want my programs to be based with school. 
For example keeping a C-average or better you will 
be welcome to participate in our music activities," 
Gonzales added. 
Gonzales explained while she was in high school 
she wasn't involved with any school activities until 
she went to Lincoln whee programs of singing and 
dancing required descent grades. 
"My grades started to improve because I knew I 
had to have good grades so I can participate in 
dance and my show choir," said Gonzales. 
Other programs in mind deal with gangs and 
gang members, drug and alcohol abuse, single 
mothers, teenage pregnancy, child abuse and safe 
sex. 
In a written proposal for financial support for the 
center, Gonzales explains,"My biggest concern is 
the political aspect of my center. I know any way I 
look at it, politics will be involved, but I do not 
want the center to be used as a piece of campaign 
publicity. I want the community center to be appre-
ciated for its worth to the community." 
Full of hope, desire and love for the community, 
Tina Gonzales is definitely someone you should 
know. 
MINORITY TODAY STAFF WOULD LIKE TO WISH 
EVERYONE A HAPPY AND SAFE EASTER 
Chinese Acrobats will 
grace Eastern's campus 
By TONY PEREZ 
Features editor 
A performance by The Chinese 
Golden Dragon Acrobats promises to 
bring a colorful display of the Orient 
to Eastern on April 11, at 8 p .m. in the 
Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther 
King University Union. 
The Acrobats plan to bring acts cre-
ated and performed in China as far 
back as 200 B.C .. But not only do they 
plan on exciting the audience with 
their acts of defying gravity, but also 
comedy and traditional dances per-
formed by "sumptuously costumed 
girls," as a press release describes it. 
The troupe, consisting of 14-18 peo-
ple, hail from Taipei. They will also 
perform acts with fire, pottery, Lion 
costumes and much more according to 
a promotional video sent to Human 
Potential Coordinator Molly Skelley. 
"In the past, their performance have 
proved to be a success. By bringing 
them back I hope to repeat history," 
said Skelley. 'They are a very talented 
group and I'm sure the audience will 
enjoy them," she added. 
A press release sent to Skelley 
called the performance, "a circus with-
out the animal smells and a vaudeville 
without dialog." 
The Acrobat troupe have performed 
in various countries in South and 
Central America, as well as United 
States' cities such as Las Vegas, Reno 
and Lake Tahoe. 
When asked how this performance 
compares to other Human Potential 
sponsored events, Skelley replied, 
"I'm very pleased with the variety of 
events my committee has organized 
and the reactions from the audience. 
I'm sure this event will be the best 
thus far." 
Tickets will be $2 for students and 
$4 for .the general public. 
Interested in writing, editing or 
photography? 
If anyone is interested in joining 
the team of Minority Today as 
a writer, photographer or editor 
for fall '95 please contact 
Christine or Robin 
at 58·1 -2812 
\ 
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Congressional budget war 
to begin later this month 
WASHINGTON (AP) - One 
of the many lingering myster-
ies surrounding Congress cen-
ters on whether majority 
Republicans can produce a 
balanced budget and tax cuts 
as promised - and whether 
President Clinton would sign 
such a package into law. 
When lawmakers begin 
returning from their Easter 
recess late this month, they'll 
commence a budget war that 
will dominate the rest of the 
year on Capitol Hill. And the 
outcome is likely to play a 
major role in whether Repub-
licans capture the White 
House next year and retain 
control of Congress. 
The GOP's goal will be to 
find a record $1.2 trillion in 
savings, enough to eliminate 
the deficit by the year 2002, 
and also throw in some tax 
cuts. The House has already 
approved $188 billion in tax 
cuts for families and business-
es, Clinton wants a $64 billion 
cut, and the Senate is likely to 
fall somewhere in between. 
Ultimately, outnumbered 
Democrats will have to decide 
whether to fight Republicans 
or - with leverage from 
Clinton veto threats - join in 
producing a compromise. 
"We'll have a package that 
gets us to a balanced budget in 
seven years and cuts taxes," 
vowed House Majority Leader 
Richard Armey, R-Texas, in an 
interview. 
It's a measure he predicts 
Clinton will sign ''because he 
wants to be president another 
four years. 
It's always hard for a presi-
dent not to get credit when 
good things happen." 
At the White House, Clinton 
aides are still debating strate-
gy. 
For how long does he watch 
Republicans piece together a 
plan, hoping they fall on their 
faces, before joining in the 
budget process? And does he 
sign a GOP package because it 
finally tames the deficit, or 
veto it because it will rely 
heavily on cuts in Medicare, 
Medicaid and other domestic 
programs Democrats have 
long protected? Just to cover 
themselves, however, .White 
House aides have begun invit-
ing key GOP congressional 
staff members to get-to-know-
you lunches. 
"Certainly there would be 
some negotiations," White 
House budget director Alice 
Rivlin said in an interview, 
although she added that Re-
publicans must first produce a 
plan of their own. 
Ultimately, she said, she can 
imagine agreement on a small-
er tax cut than Republicans 
have proposed, health care 
reforms that produce deficit 
reduction, "and we could end 
up with a budget that every-
body is reasonably satisfied 
with." 
The politics are already 
apparent, based on the fights 
over smaller packages of 
spending cuts during Con-
gress' first 100 days. 
Republicans say the deficit 
must be eliminated to ensure a 
healthy economic future, and 
the task can be done by weed-
ing out unneeded programs 
and slowing the growth of oth-
ers. 
Democrats say fine, but law-
makers should not slash initia-
tives for the poor, seniors, chil-
dren and programs that nur-
ture long-term growth like 
education and technology, and 
use the savings to lower taxes 
for the rich. 
No ones knows which argu-
ment will sell with the voters. 
But whatever happens, the 
rest of the year will make leg-
islators' grueling first three 
months look like a frolic in the 
park. 
Congress has never pro-
duced a package of cuts even 
half so large. 
Suicide bomber strikes Gaza 
Small explosion kills six Israelis Sunday 
NUSSEIRAT REFUGEE CAMP, Gaza Strip 
(AP) - For the past three days, a thin, clean-
shaven man observed an Israeli commuter 
bus that carries troops and settlers between 
Jewish settlements in the Gaza Strip. 
On Sunday, the man, 24-year-old construc-
tion worker Khaled Khatib, parked a blue car, 
laden with explosives covered with hay, a few 
hundred yards from the Kfar Darom settle-
ment. 
When the red-and-white bus passed, he 
rammed his car into it, setting off an explo-
sion that killed six Israelis and wounded 34. 
The extremist Islamic Jihad group said 
Khatib belonged to Qasam, the military wing 
of the Brigade of the Lovers of Martyrdom. 
The small, secretive group supported by Iran 
wants to destroy Israel and establish an 
Islamic state in its place. 
Khatib's friends vowed to avenge his death. 
They chanted "Revenge! Revenge!" outside his 
family's home at the Nusseirat refugee camp, 
about four miles northwest of the blast site. 
An Islamic Jihad cleric who knew Khatib 
had been talking for several days about holy 
war, and it being Muslims' responsibility to 
mingle their blood with the soil of Palestine 
"to increase the holiness of our land," said an 
Islamic Jihad cleric, who spoke on condition of 
anonymity. 
Khatib's brother, Kamal, said the bomber 
left the family's tin-roofed shack at 6:00 a.m., 
six hours before the blast, without hinting of 
his intentions. 
"He was very calm and behaved normally," 
............................................................................. 
.. _1_1_1_1_1_1_ 
said Kamal, 21. 
Friends who flocked to the wake at Khatib's 
house described the suicide bomber as a soft-
spoken, devout man who loved to lift weights. 
Kamal said Khatib joined Islamic Jihad in 
1989, after some of the group's clerics visited 
Nusseirat. Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat 
claimed last week that the militants are 
recruiting children as potential suicide bomb-
ers. 
The Islamic Jihad cleric said the youth 
would listen to their sermons at the camp's 
Noor Mosque. 
Khatib filled his spare time making the 
rounds of Nusseirat houses with Islamic 
Jihad clerics, preaching fundamentalist 
Islam. 
In 1992, Khatib joined Qasam, according to 
Kamal. 
Khatib became a construction worker after 
finishing high school. 
He kept a low-profile in the 1987-93 
Palestinian uprising, and was never arrested 
by the Israelis. 
Kamal said Islamic Jihad activists told him 
Khatib had left a letter.- "But I haven't read 
it," he said. 
Instead of the ululations of joy that often 
accompany news of a suicide bomber's death, 
the sound of wailing was heard from Khatib's 
house. 
"My mother wasn't happy when she heard 
the news," said Kamal. 
"Which mother would be happy to lose a 
son?" 
2BDR,2Person 
Furnished & AC 
Low Utilities 
345-4489 
JIM WOOD 
Book your 
end of the year/ 
graduation party 
in the basement 
Byrd's Cleaners 
Located on S. 4th St. 
around 
the curve LAWSON HALL J ~2tEMAN ~21. 
WOOD REAL ESTATE 
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED 
ANO OPERATED 
of IKE'S. 
There are still a few 
dates available. 
345 .. 4977 
M-F 
ROOSEVELT 
DRIVE 
TAFT 6:30-5 AVE 
Sat 8-12°Y. 
345-4546 
I SUMMER IS ALMOST HERE... I 
DON'T GET CAUGHT WITHOUT A JOB 1 
Bindery Helpers, Assemblers, Production I 
Line Workers, Outside Laborers, Data Entry ! 
Operators, Receptionists, Secretaries 1 
Call 1-800-526-7211 Today to secure your summer job 
Never a Fee 
Western Staff Service 
Locally Owned & Operated e.o.e. m/f/v/h 
Monday Night Headquarters 
NBA I Hockey 
Huge Stuffed Potato $3~ 
Reuben Sandwich 
w/Fries 
w/coffee or tea $450 
Soup/Sandwich Special 
w/coffee or tea •300 
$ P-Bud Light Drafts 
'2"-~llaipD 
free Soft Drink Refill During Lunch &: Dinner 
Pool $ ps - Bar & Pool age 21; 
Never a cover 
cannondale 
HANDMADE IN USA 
(& 1Lr 
. Bicgclea 
A.Rollerblacte& 
"Not only do we sell & 
service bikes, we ride them!" 
345-2316 217 Lincoln 
r
-----------, OOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK 
I 
I 
CARRY»OUT AND DEllVERY 
• .·<:.<:"» ~ 
1 Get a Large 14" Pan or a 
I 
Plus Two Large 
Coca-Cola Soft Drinks 
,., 
Good 7 Days a Wetk oo Cany-Out &: Ddivery 
through April 30, 1995 
Charleston• 90918th Stm:t 
348-7S1S L-----------.J 
The Daily Eastern News 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one day's incor-
rect insertion. Report 
errors immediately at 581-
2812. A corrected ad will 
appear in the next edition. 
All classified advertising 
MUST meet the 2 p.m. 
deadline to appear in the 
next day's publication. Any 
ads processed AFTER 2 
p.m. will be published in 
the following day's newspa-
per. Ads cannot be canceled 
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-
line. 
Classified ads must be 
paid in advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising submit-
ted to The Daily Eastern 
News is subject to approval 
and may be revised, reject-
ed, or canceled at any time. 
The Daily Eastern News 
assumes no liability if for 
any reason it becomes nec-
essary to omit an advertise-
ment. 
DIREUTORY 
liEBTICEl!I OFFERED 
a-~ 
Tlu.VEL 
TBllNING/liCHOOIM 
HELP w A.NTED 
WANrED 
..l.DoPTION 
BmEM/BmEBM 
BooMM.l.TElil 
li11BLE880Blil 
FoBBEl'WT 
FOB MA.LE 
Lo8T • FOUND 
A.NlwOIJlWCJE.MEN'.I'M 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA·3 
PAIN RELIEF Call Ors. Don & 
Nancy Selvidge, Chiropractic 
physicians, Charleston- 345-1190 
Mattoon 235-4664. 
__________ 4/19 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE Tight 
muscles- stressed out? 
Introductory $15 per session. Call 
345-1190. 
__________ 4/19 
Double your income. Sell Avon. 
Sign by 4/30 Receive gift. 348-
1290 Avon Independent 
Representative. 
__________ .4/28 
CAMP COUNSELORS wanted 
for private Michigan boys/girls 
summer camps. Teach: swim-
ming, canoeing, sailing, waterski-
ing, gymnastics, riflery, archery, 
tennis, golf, sports, computers, 
camping, crafts, dramatics, OR 
riding. Also kitchen, office, main-
tenance. Salary $1200 or more 
plus R & B. Camp LWC/GWC, 
1765 Maple, Nfld., IL 60093. 708-
446-2444. 
__________ 4/19 
Attention: Earn Money Reading 
Books! Up to $500 weekly. 
Choose subject matter. For more 
details call: 1 (206)362-4304 ext 
E016. 
_________ _:4110 
Ski Free Hext Winter~ 
Crested Butte Mountain Resort 
will be on campus to recruit 
for our Student Employment 
Program. $500 scholarship, 
$5.50/hour, a Free Unlimited 
Ski Pass, housing .... and much 
morel Variety of positions 
available. For more informa-
tion please attend our informa, 
tional presentation at 6:00ptn. 
on Monday, April l 0th in the 
Student Union Kansas Room or 
contact our sponsor, Career 
Planning & Placement. We are 
an E.O.E. 
WAND·7 17 ESPN·24 
AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRING! 
EARN BIG $$$ + FREE WORLD 
TRAVEL (CARIBBEAN, EUROPE, 
HAWAII, ETC.) SUMMER/PERMA-
NENT, NO EXPER. NEC. GUIDE. 
(919)929-4398 ext. E1060 
__________ 5/1 
Career Opp. for PT Phys. Re-hab 
Aide for the 3-11 shift and avail-
able for weekends. Day time hrs. 
on weekends possible. Must be 
organ. & dependable. Exper. pre-
fer. but will train the right person. 
Apply in person at 738 18th 
Street, Charleston, IL. EOE. 
__________ 516 
Summer jobs. Exterior house 
painters wanted in Chicagoland 
area. $7-1 O per hour. 40 hour 
work week. Training will be pro-
vided. Campus Corps Painters 
(800)536-6355. 
__________ 4/12 
Position of STUDENT BUSINESS 
MANAGER, STUDENT PUBLI-
CATIONS needs to be filled. Must 
be here Summer 1995. Business 
and other related fields inquire at 
Student Publications 127 Buzzard 
581-2812. Training will start 
immediately. 
------------'516 
Accepting applications for all 
shifts. Housekeeping and habilita-
tion aids are needed in ICF/DD 
group home. Experience 
helpful/non-required. Benefits, 
training, & competitive salary. 
Starting at above min. wage. 
Apply in person at Omega 15 
House. 910 17th St. Charleston 
EOE. 
__________ 4/17 
SUMMER JOB AVAILABLE 
NOW! AMERICA'S LARGEST 
STUDENT PAINTING COMPANY 
IS NOW HIRING CALL ASAP 
POSITIONS FILLING FAST, NO 
EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. 
ALL TRAINING PROVIDED THIS 
SUMMER. POSITIONS IN YOUR 
HOMETOWN. CALL JOB HOT 
LINE 1-800-265-1133 FOR 
YOUR APPLICATIONS. 
__________ 5/1 
Pizza maker wanted part time, 
apply in person after 4 PM, 
Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln, 
Charleston. 
__________ 5/6 
Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union Catering/Dining Service is 
now taking applications for inters-
ession and summer student help. 
Apply in room 208 of the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union 
or call 5326 for more information. 
---~------4/18 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-
Eam up to $2,000+/month work-
ing on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour 
companies. World travel. 
Seasonal & full-time employment 
available. No experience neces-
sary. For more information call 1-
206-634-0468 ext. C57386. 
__________ .5/1 
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK. 
Make up to $2,000-$4,000+/mo. 
teaching basic conversational 
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. 
Korea. No teaching background 
or Asian languages required. For 
information call: (206) 632-1146 
ext.J57381. 
__________ .5/1 
$5.00 plus tips 
EXPERIENCE REQUIRED 
THE INN AT EAGLE CREEK 
Filldlay, Illi11ois 
Looking for Friendly, Outgoing 
Applicants for the Following: 
· Servers Bartenders 
Buspersons Hostess@$6 
Effective April thrn May at above wage. 
ACROSS 
1 Mosquito marks 
6ltmightbe 
arched 
10Talks 
gangsta-style 
14 "The Tempest" 
spirit 
15 Country path 
11 Dutch cheese 
17 Pirates' flag 
18 Medical 
researcher's 
goal 
20Aardvark 
snacks 
21 More than big 
220netime 
hostess 
Maxwell 
23--Alamos 
24 Spendthrift 
26 Goods cast 
overboard 
30 Halts 
32 Kind of label 
3:1 Con artist's aide 
34 Baden-Baden, 
e.g. 
37 Popular sort 
40 Take advantage 
of 
41 Unaccompa-
nied 
42Clamor 
43Babble 
44 In the open, as 
beliefs 
,q High-spirited 
horses 
48 Etch A Sketch, 
e.g. 
48 Mil. defense 
systems 
50 Escarget 
53 Book after John 
57Swag 
sa All-for-one 
feeling 
60 It's justfor 
openers 
61 Russia's --
Mountains 
62 Make amends 
63 Antler wearer 
64 Red-ink amount 
65Stared 
open-mouthed 
DOWN 
1 -- California 
2 Collar 
straightener 
3 Pinball no-no 
4 Slippery fish 
sOnthe--
(furtively) 
eLumps 
7 Fury 
8 Change for a 
five 
9··--of 
London" (1935 
film) 
10 Playtime 
1t Grown-up 
12Analyze 
grammatically 
13 Libel 
11 Kitchen, e.g. 
23 Rigging rope 
25 In generous 
amounts 
HAmulet 
USA·26 WGN·16 9C WILL·12 LIF-40 
Wanted: Mature, dependable, per-
sonable juniors, seniors or gradu-
ate students to serve as Peer 
Helpers Fall semester. Applications 
may be picked up at the Minority 
Altai rs Office, 111 Blair Hall. 
Applications are due April 19, 1995. 
__________ 4/14 
Camp Counselors Traveling day 
camp; 7 week summer session, 
camping and outdoor skills, sports 
(swimming, etc.), the environment, 
the arts (singing and more). Min. 
Age 21. Decatur Area. Call 423-
7791 for information. EOE. 
__________ 4/13 
Rewarding opportunity working 
with MR-Ml adults in a home set-
ting; 2nd & 3rd shifts available. 
Qualified app. must possess H.S. 
dip./GED, pref. background/educ. 
in psych. Apply in person at 521 
7th St. Chas. M-F, B-4, EOE. 
__________ 4110 
Summer Staff Seeking seasonal 
summer staff to work at Decatur 
summer camp serving girls for 
seven week program. Positions 
include life guards, unit counselors, 
and a health supervisor (RN, LPN, 
or EMT certification required. Must 
be available for overnight stays on 
site. Call for applications 581-8046 
or 423-7791. 
__________ 4/13 
Applications now being accepted at 
the newest motel in Charleston! 
The Worthington Inn is looking for 
honest, hard-working people for the 
following positions: 
Waiters/Waitresses, Cooks, Sous 
Chefs, Hostesses and Shift 
Managers. PT/FT and AM/PM 
shifts available, benefits including 
health/live insurance for FT. Apply 
in person at 920 W. Lincoln Ave., 
Char. IL. 
__________ .516 
BLACK STUDENT UNION Entertainment Tryouts running from April 
10-13. The performance will be for the Awards Ceremony. Please con-
tact Larry at 348-1908 by April 13 to schedule an appointment. 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA meeting at 6:30pm in the Sullivan Room, MLK 
Union. 
DELTA SIGMA Pl weekly meeting at 5:30pm in 017 Lumpkin. 
Professional attire all day. 
ENGLISH CLUB MEETING at 6:30pm in Coleman Lounge. Final meet-
ing of the year; Jerry's Pizza after! 
CPCCO MEETING AT 9 in the Martinsville Room, MLK Union. 
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL Allies Union weekly meeting at 7pm in 228 
Coleman. 
ZETA PHI BETA Sorority, Inc. Service Project "Crime Prevention" from 
9am-2pm in the Union Walkway. Come pick up a pamphlet about crime. 
ZETA PHI BETA Sorority, Inc. "Zeta Zeta Fest" from 7-10pm in the MLK 
Union Gallery. Come with a team to play Bid, Spades, Movie Trivia, and 
Dominoes. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Liturgy Prep for Weekend Masses at 
7pm in the Newman Center Office. 
SCFC SERVICE AT CCAR, meet in the Buzzard Circle Drive. Call 
Linnie or see the SCEC Bulletin Board! 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for 
any non-profit campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to 
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE 
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be 
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline 
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE 
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is 
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be 
edited for available space. 
49 
57 
60 
63 
Puzzle by Sidney L. Robbins 
27 Son of Seth 
28 Bathroom 
feature 
29The sun 
30Glowed 
31 Cause of beach 
erosion 
33 Lampblack 
34 Use a letter 
opener 
35Sit 
36 Overwhelmed 
Fox-8, 55 
39Mauna--
43Ask, ask, ask 
44 Like 
Lindbergh's 
flight 
45 Meal starter 
48 Hearty steak 
47 Overact 
48 Money drawers 
51 Roman "fiddler" 
52 "Oh, woe!" 
53 Movie pooch 
54 Mince 
55 Fork prong 
56 Hightailed it 
59 Joker 
DSc-33 WEIU·9, 51 TBS·18 
6:00 Wheel of Fortune News News SportsCenter Wings Love Connection MacNeil, Lehrer Designing Women Roseanne Beyond2000 Carmen Sandiego ... Boss? 
6:30 Cops Entmt. Tonight Wheel of Fortune College Basketball Wings Jeffersons Designing Women Roseanne Next Step Bill Nye ... Boss? 
7:00 Fresh Prince The Nanny Coach Murder, NBA Basketball Future Quest Unsolved Melrose Place NaturalWortd Little House on Matlock 
7:30 Blossom Dave's World ... New Ballgame She Wrote Myst. the Prairie 
8:00 Movie: Murphy Brown Movie: WWF Wrestling American Cinema Models, Inc. Murder in Mind St. Elsewhere Cybil Movie: 8:30 
9:00 eep Monster:A Portrait of News 
9:30 Space Nine Stalin in Blood Panther Country 
10:00 ews :~~~rL;_ ops ov1e: erry t0!30 Jay:~8.~~ ;(19:35) Cops Mason 
I 
I 
\ 
Avail. Immediately! Managerial 
positions in Restaurant/Banquet 
area of the Worthington Inn. 
Experience and knowledge of area 
preferred. Excellent salary/benefits 
and healtMife ins. pkg. offered for 
FT. Apply in person at 920 W. 
Lincoln, Charleston, IL, 61920. 
__________ 511 
Licensed Mass. Adoption Agency 
helping those considering an adop-
tive placement. Legal, confidential. 
Allowable expenses paid. Call 800-
333-3424 for more information. 
______ ca4/10-14,24-28 
Roommate needed to share town-
house (on the comer of 6th & Polk) 
with TWO WILD AND CRAZY 
GALS for the '95-'96 school year. 
Call Meredith and Casey at 581-
5137. 
__________ 4111 
Roommates Wanted located only 
about 1 1/2 miles from campus. 
Own Room, pay 1/2 utilities (only 
CIPS-water free). Washer/dryer 
included. 145.00 for Summer 
195.00 for Fall/Spring Sem. TODD 
at 348-5362. 
.-,-,---,-------,--.,-4117 
Wanted: Outgoing and fun female 
to share 2 br. furnished apt. with 
2 other girls at Lincolnwood for 
95-96 school year- call Robin 
948-5652. 
---------~4112 
Female roommate needed for 
FalVSpring semester. Apt. 1 block 
irom campus. For details contact 
Brenda at 348-5181 . 
__________ 4113 
3 roommates needed for next year. 
nice house, close to campus. 
Contact Erica or Erin at 348-1777. 
----------'4114 
Sublessor needed for Sum 95 3 
bedrm. Park Place. Special rate. 
Call 345-4868. 
__________ 4/11 
Sublessors needed, 2 bdr. apt., 
Park Place, close to campus, price 
negotiable, call 348-0937. 
__________ 4/12 
SUMMER SUBLESSORS NEED-
ED. 2 BEDROOM APT. ON 4TH 
STREET. RENT NEGOTIABLE. 
348-5396. 
__________ 4/10 
Summer Sublessors needed for 
spacious Apt. Balcony, A/C, 1 1/2 
bath, close to campus. Rent neg. 
345-5149. 
----------'4114 
One Female to sublease 
Apartment with one other gir1. Nice, 
2 Bdrm, Furnished, and close to 
campus. Call for info. 345-2858. 
__________ 4114 
FOR SUMMER- EFFICIENCY 
APT. NEAR SQUARE SEMI-FUR-
NISHED. $475. 345-5798. 
__________ 4/14 
Now leasing, 1995-96 school year. 
Two-bedroom furnished apart-
ments. McArthur Manor Apartment, 
913-917 Fourth St. 345-2231 
Monday-Friday, 8-5. 
__________ .5/1 
TWO BEDROOMS FOR 3 OR 4 
PEOPLE AVAIL. FALL '95. FUR-
NISHED, DISHWASHER, 
GARBAGE DISPOSAL, LAUN-
DRY FACILITIES. CALL 345-
2363. 
---------,.-51.1 
Houses for 4-5 students. 
Furnished. Close to EIU. No pets. 
345-6621. Leave message. 
---------,----·511 
Summer, 5 bedroom house 314 
Polk, 3 bedroom house 1806 
11th, 2 bedroom apartment. 348-
5032. 
------..,-----4/14 
Avail. June 2 BR furn apts. 1 yr 
lease. NO PETS. Water/Trash incl. 
947 4th St. 348-7746. 
----,--------5/1 
Avail. June/Aug. 2 BR uni. apts. 10 
or 12 mo. lease. NO PETS. 
Water/Trash incl. 947 4th St. 348-
7746. 
__________ 5/1 
Women only- Rooms for rent. One 
block from Union. $150 a month 
Utilities included Intersession and 
summer. The house 345-5692 Pat 
TWO THREE BEDROOM HOUSE 
1022, 2ND STREET. TWO-THREE 
PERSONS. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 
CALL 348-5032. 
__________ 4/14 
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE 
SUMMER APARTMENTS. NOW 
RENTING. POOL, CENTRAL AIR. 
FROM $150 PER PERSON. 
APPOINTMENT 345-6000. 
---------~511 
FOR SUMMER OR FALL: 4 BED-
ROOM FURNISHED HOUSE. 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. CALL 581-
2198. 
__________ 4/10 
Nice one bedroom furnished 
Bungalow for 2 people. $390/mo. 
Year lease- Call 345-3148. 
__________ 5/1 
3, 4 BEDROOM HOUSES FOR 
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR. ALSO 2 Br 
Apt. For Rent- ALSO SUMMER IS 
AVAILABLE. 345-5728. 
__________ 4111 
2 BR APTS, Unfurnished, C/A, 2 
Blks From Campus, 345-9636 After 
5:00pm. 
=-cc-=c----=---c=:-=---..,--4/20 SHARP 2 & 3 BR APTS., low util., 
ale, furnished, convenient. C21 
Wood, Jim Wood, 345-4489. 
511 L_A_R_G_E_T_H_R_E_E_B_E_D_R-00.M 
TOWN HOME UP TO 5 PEOPLE 
LARGE ROOMS, FURNISHED, 
DISHWASHER/GARBAGE DIS-
POSAL BALCONIES CENTRAL 
AIR WOODED LOCATION. CALL 
345-2363. 
__________ 511 
LARGE 4 BEDROOM APART. UP 
TO 6 PEOPLE. LARGE ROOMS, 
FURNISHED, 
DISHWASHER/GARBAGE DIS-
POSAL BALCONIES CENTRAL 
AIR WOODED LOCATION. 345-
2363. 
__________ .5/1 
For Rent Nice House, 6 girls 
Dishwasher, Washer/Dryer AC. 95-
96 No Pets 345-4602. 
__________ 4121 
APT. & HOUSES FOR '95-'96. 
ALSO, SOME SUMMER 
RENTALS. 345-3107 OR LEAVE 
MESSAGE AT THE BEEP. 
_________ 4/11 
Summer and Fall, one bedroom 
apt. upstairs Large $275.00 & 
$200.00 Dep. One Br. apt. 
Downstairs Large $275.+200 Dep. 
Efficiency apt. Large $235+$175.00 
Dep. Call 235-3550. 
..,-----------511 
GIRLS ONE BEDROOM FUR-
NISHED APARTMENT. 
$350/MONTH 10 MONTH LEASE. 
WATER/TRASH PAID. 345-5048. 
__________ 4/12 
For Rent FALL, one block from 
campus one bedroom in four bed-
room house, girls only. Also one 
bedroom for SUMMER lease. Call 
Crystal 345-4659. 
_________ 4114 
Avail June 1 bedroom unfurnished 
1 year lease. NO PETS. 
Water/trash included. 947 4th St. 
348-7746. 
.,-------,,---,...----511 
Summer term efficiency Apartment 
for 1. Close to campus. $255, utili-
ties included. 345-7678. 
__________ 5/4 
Nice 4 bedroom apartment. 12-
month lease starting Aug. 1st. 348-
0673. 
__________ 5/1 
2-10" MTX Bass Speakers in car-
peted factory box. Like new. Must 
see. $300.00. 345-1384. 
__________ 516 
PERSIAN KITTENS Black and 
White Call Nights 217 342-3008 
$200. 
__________ 4/10 
1977 Cutlass Supreme 81,000 
original miles. Runs Great-Body 
Rough 350.00 Firm 345-5822. 
.,,...-----,------,,----.,-4112 
Complete Car Stereo: $225; 
Strength Shoe System, size 13: 
$75; Jordan Collectables: $200; 
345-5197. 
__________ 511 
SEGA GENESIS W/ ARCADE 
CONTROLS, $85.00; DUAL CAS-
SETTE RADIO, $60.00; KEN-
WOOD PORTABLE CD PLAYER, 
$135.00. 345-5681. 
--------.,..,.,,-,-,-,,--,,.-,-,c=--'5/1 
1992 HYUNDAI SCOUPE, sporty, 
blue, low miles, low price $4700. 
Call ROB 581-8121. 
__________ 4/13 
Men's 10 speed cross bike with 
lock. $70 OBO. 345-6542. 
__________ 4111 
NEED furniture? Couch $15.00, 
Recliner $25, 2 Endtables $10, and 
Misc. chairs $5-$10. 348-5158 Novak 708-789-3772. 
_ 4112 . . Julie/Monica. 
---------- -----------'4117 ' 
c ' •• " ... ~ • ........... - :;.. .,._ -·-
Rockford Fosgate Punch 75 
Amplifier Excellent cond. $150.00 
Call 345-3893. 
__________ .511 
160 Watt Peavy Combo $200 
Charvette guitar & case $80 Casio 
FX-7700 GB calculator $50. 581-
3086. 
DEBRA: Your disk was found in the 
Buzzard Parking lot. Please pick up 
at Student Publications, 127 
Buzzard. 
__________ 4/10 
ATTENTION SENIORS! IT'S NOT 
TOO LATE TO ORDER PERSON-
ALIZED GRADUATION 
ANNOUNCEMENTS AT 
TOKENS. GREAT LOW PRICE 
AND SHIPPED DIRECTLY TO 
YOU IN SEVEN DAYS. SEE 
SAMPLES AT TOKENS! 
-------,-----4112 
Single mothers! Now is your 
chance to get together with others 
like you. If your kids are under 5 
yrs, you are needed for a research 
focus group. Please reply by 4-10-
95. 348-5164 for info. 
---------~4110 
Attention Faternities, Sororities 
Capones A great place for private 
functions, Book your Date today 
348-0288. 
..,-,----------=--4/18 
Melaina Kincaid of Tri-Sigma, your 
mom is watching you! love, ?? . 
_________ 4/10 
Gaddini- You're doing a great job 
with EVERYthing! Thanks for being 
such a wonderful friend. Love ya, 
Tiffany. 
__________ 4/10 
JEANNE SCHULD, Thanks for all 
your hard work. We would of never 
had practice without you! Hey, is it 
your birthday? A-PHI love, Brandie. 
-=--------=-=---=-=-,.,....4110 Congratulations, STUART KAED· 
ING, of PHI DELTA THETA on you 
Awards. Your Brothers are 
PROUD! 
------..,,.--------4110 
Great Job Delta Zeta Volleyball! 
love your sisters. 
__________ 4110 
SIG KAPS: Be proud of all you per-
formances during Greek Week! 
Everyone pulled together and did a 
great job. 
__________ 4110 
Congrations Fall '94 PHI DELTA 
THETA pledge class for receiving 
TOP scholarship HONORS. Victory 
is Ours! 
__________ 4110 
Congratulations to the PIKES for 
winning AIRBAND! Everyone put 
on a great show! love the women 
of DELTA ZETA. 
--------,,---,------,--,,,4110 
PHIKEIAS: Good luck during Theta 
week. Make us PROUD! 
__________ 4110 
Lauren Randolf of Sigma Kappa, 
Your parents are so proud of you 
for all your hard work at tugs. We 
miss you. Lefs go out for a family 
reunion! Love, Melanie & Aaron. 
------.,.---.,.-----4110 
ALPHA GAMS· See you at meet-
ing tonight at 6:30! Love Frances. 
----~-----4110 
PHI DELTA THETA: Setting new 
STANDARDS. 
__________ 4110 
Calvin and Hobbes 
l'M ii.\£ DEC.\S\\1£, 
Tll.KE· c~~RGt T'{{'E .' 
I'M f.. N/l.T\JRAL 
L£~0E.R! --~.....,.~ 
0 1916 Wllaerlol\IOllL 
JANICE NASON of TRI-SIGMA. I 
can't think of anyone who deserves 
to be active than you. You're a 
wonderful Sigma. AGS love, Cyndi. 
p.s. how's my timing? 
__________ 4/10 
DELTA ZETA OBSTACLES ... You 
guys were awesome! 
INTERSESSION 
REGISTRATION 
If you have not yet registered for 
INTERSESSION CLASSES, you 
should register IMMEDIATELY. If 
you do not register for 
Intersession by MAY 4, you will 
be assessed a $25 late fee. The 
only exception to this late fee is 
MON 9 DAY 
APRIL 10, 1995 
The ladies of ALPHA GAMMA 
DELTA hope everyone had a great 
time participating in GREEK WEEK 
1995! 
__________ 4/10 
Matt Ewals of Delta Tau Delta, your 
mom can't wait to see you 
Wednesday night. Love,???. 
_________ 4110 
registration for INTERSESSION 
WORKSHOPS ONLY; you may 
register for an Intersession work-
shop at any time before the work-
shop begins and not be assessed 
a late fee. 
Michael D. Taylor 
Director of Registration 
TEACHER CERTIFICATION EXAMS 
All applicants for the Illinois teaching certificates (or administrative or 
school service personnel certificates) must pass the Illinois 
Certification Tests before being issued a certificate, consisting of a 
Basic Skills test and a subject-matter examination. It is suggested 
that the Basic Skills Test be taken early in one's college career and 
the subject exam be taken after completion of all or most of the 
courses in one's major. Since these tests are given only four times 
each year, interested individuals should be aware of the dates and 
deadlines listed below. Anyone having questions concerning these 
exams, or needing registration forms, study guides, or assistance, 
may contact the College of Education and Professional Studies in 
Buzzard Building 210. 
:rut.om 
July 8, 1995 
Registration Pudllna 
May 26, 1995 
~BISHH1.Dm 
August 18, 1995 
Larry J. Ankenbrand, 
Associate Dean.College of Education and Professional Studies 
by Bill Watterson 
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Bulls, Jordan can't continue magic against Cavs 
CLEVELAND (AP) - The 
Cleveland Cavaliers may 
have found their Jordan-
stopper. 
Bobby Phills hounded 
Michael Jordan into 9-for-26 
shooting Sunday, including 
an errant 25-footer at the 
buzzer, as the Cavs held off 
the Chicago Bulls 79-78. 
minutes. Jordan finished 
with 21 points and Scottie 
Pippen 19 for the Bulls, 
whose six-game winning 
streak ended. 
Mark Price had 20 and 
Phills and John Williams 19 
each for the Cavs, who ended 
a four-game losing streak. 
of two foul shots with 3:24 
left in the game. But when 
Williams answered with an 
18-footer at the other end, 
Cleveland led 77-67 and 
seemed headed for a comfort-
able victory. 
Steve Kerr and Jordan sank 
consecutive 3-pointers to 
make it a one-point game 
with 9.8 seconds to play. Jor-
dan, who went sprawling 
backwards on his 3, com-
plained that Price had fouled 
him - "Where's the foul, 
man?" he said - but didn't 
get the call. 
attempt that Jordan missed 
at the buzzer. 
It was a dramatically dif-
ferent finish from the two 
buzzer-beating jumpers Jor-
dan made against the Cavs to 
eliminate them from two 
playoff series at the old 
Richfield Coliseum. This was 
his first game at new Gund 
Arena. The Cavs narrowly sur-
vived a Jordan-led charge 
that erased most of a 10-
point lead in the final three 
Jordan, with 12 points in 
the first half, went cold in the 
second, missing his first 
seven shots and going score-
less until he sank the second 
Against Jordan, though, 
the Cavs have learned they 
can take nothing for granted. 
He sank a 3-pointer with 
2:09 left, closing it to 77-72, 
and after Tyrone Hill made a 
baby hook for Cleveland, 
The Cavs threw the ball 
away on the ensuing in-
bounds play, giving Chicago 
time for the long 3-point 
In two games against 
Phills, Jordan is 18-for-53, 
(34 percent). 
Abbott signs with Sox, adds depth to rotation 
SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) - Jim 
Abbott has been asked so many times 
about his unique style of pitching 
that his answer is as simple and 
effortless as the way he switches his 
glove to his left hand after each deliv-
ery. 
"Like tying shoes," he said Sunday 
as he joined the Chicago White Sox 
for a workout with his new team. 
Abbott signed a one-year contract 
Saturday for a base of $2 million with 
another $750,000 in incentives. 
Born with a partially developed 
right hand, Abbott's ability to a throw 
a pitch left-handed and then get his 
glove on the same hand in a split sec-
ond is certainly no big deal to him. 
"Before Little League, just going 
out and playing catch, it came easy 
for me," he said. 
"I don't really explain it. I leave the 
explaining to everybody else. I go out 
and play the same as everybody else 
does. I play the way I learned grow-
ing up. 
''A lot of people have been very sup-
portive of me and that's why I had a 
chance to play baseball. Nobody ever 
shut any doors on me and I always 
ha<:l great friends, great coaches. My 
parents pushed me out there and no 
............................................................................... 
._1_1_1_1_1_1_ 
3BDR,3Person 
Economical 
Furnished & AC 
345-4489 
• • Cl) 
'~' JIM WOOD 
~2l 
WOOD REAL ESTATE 
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED 
ANO OPERATED 
' 
25¢ Leine's y 
spo Blue Tail Fly 
Y s4oo Pitchers of y Margaritas 
one ever said 'no."' Abbott does more 
than just pitch, he inspires other 
physically challenged people, espe-
cially youngsters. 
"I've been involved with the Chall-
enger Division of Little League. It 
gives the opportunity for the physi-
cally challenged to play baseball. I 
can't think of a better program to be 
involved with. It's not a crusade. I'm 
here to pitch. If other things come 
along, that's great, too." Last spring, 
Yankees owners Gene Steinbrenner 
said he thought Abbott should spend 
more time focusing on his pitching 
rather than charity work. 
• 
Abbott was 9-8 last season with a 
4.55 ERA with the Yankees. 
That followed an 11-14 season and 
a 4.37 ERA in his first New York sea-
son in 1993, when he threw a no-hitter. 
He spent four seasons with the 
Angels and had an 18-11 record in 
1991, three years after pitching the 
United States to an Olympic gold 
medal in Seoul. 
Now he's on a team with good 
friends Robin Ventura and Kirk 
McCaskill. McCaskill not only 
encouraged Abbott to sign with the 
White Sox but gave up his No. 25 jer-
sey to his friend. 
Our members describe their 
health plan in three words: 
-,-1-1-1-1-1-· 
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Pets and supplies 
1500 Madison Ave. 
348-1018 
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That's because PersonalCare's HMO offers 
an important benefit other plans overlook: 
personal service. whether 
it"s our 'new member orientation or 
the prompt attention of a personal 
representative you can turn to with 
questions or concerns. personal attention is 
definitely the difference. And it"s why 95 % of PersonalCare's 
members have rated their health plan .. good"' or ··very good .. 
for three years running. 
We fit your needs and your budget. with flexible. affordable 
coverage and low out-of ...-pocket costs. 
Contact your Insurance Representative. or for a free 
brochure and provider list. call our Customer Service 
Department at 1-800-431-1211 or217-366-1226. 
Personal Care 
510 Devonshire Drive, Champaign, Illinois 61820 
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Woods falls shy of malting Masters field 
AUGUSTA, Ga. CAP) -
Tiger Woods strolled off the 
18th green at Augusta 
National after a fist-pump-
ing birdie Sunday, made his 
usual stops on the inter-
view circuit and prepared 
for his transformation back 
to college student. 
"I've got a class at 9 a.m. 
tomorrow," said the 
Stanford freshman, rolling 
his eyes. "History." Woods, 
the 19-year-old wunde-
rkind, completed his his-
toric Masters debut with 
his third par-72 round in 
four days, finishing with a 
3-over 293 that made him 
the low amateur in the 
tournament. 
Or course, he already 
knew that would be the 
case since no other ama-
teur even made the cut. 
"It has been very memo-
rable because I played 
extremely well," said 
Woods, who last August 
became the youngest U.S. 
Amateur champion ever at 
age 18. "Coming out of this 
tournament, I feel very 
confident and very positive 
with the way I played." 
Just as he had been all 
week, Woods was bedeviled 
only by his iron play. His 
booming drives were 
straight and as long as 
anybody in the field, he 
chipped and putted with 
the touch of a veteran, but 
his approach shots consis-
tently sailed over the 
green, turning birdies into 
pars, pars into bogeys. 
Tiger, it turned out, was 
simply too strong for his 
own good. 
"I just didn't hit my 
irons well," he said. Actu-
ally, "I hit them well, but I 
didn't hit them the right 
distance." 
Down the stretch, 
though, Woods displayed 
the all-around game that 
figures to bring him back to 
Augusta again and again. 
At the par-5 15th hole, 
he drove over the green in 
two shots, chipped up to 
within 2 feet of the cup and 
tapped in for birdie. 
At the par-3 16th, he 
drained a 15-footer for 
another birdie, followed by 
a par at 17 in which he 
unleashed a huge drive and 
nifty approach to within 12 
feet of the hole but pulled 
his putt wide left. 
At 18, his drive had the 
crowd "oohing" and "aah-
ing," landing on a knoll 
atop the downhill-uphill 
fairway for a great look at 
the flag stick. 
His approach was exquis-
ite, rolling back to within 
12 feet of the cup. When his 
putt dropped into the cup 
for his third birdie in four 
holes, Woods shot his fist in 
the air to mark the 
moment. 
Other than the golf, 
Woods said he'll never for-
get his experience in the 
"Crow's Nest," the group of 
rooms on the second-floor 
of the clubhouse where the 
amateurs are housed. 
"I had a lot of fun up 
there," he said, grinning. "I 
always get lost when I go in 
there. It took me a few 
days to get acclimated. 
There are so many doors 
that lead - well, I don't 
know where they lead." 
One of those doors leads 
to the champions' locker 
room, where Woods hopes 
to have a stall of his own 
some day. 
"I walked through it," he 
admitted. "At night, there 
is no one in it, so you can 
walk through." 
Woods is cautious around 
the media but he's certain-
ly conscious of publicity, 
handing out copies of his 
letter thanking the tourna-
ment staff for their hospi-
tality during his week in 
Augusta. 
"Your tournament will 
always hold a special spot 
in my heart as the place 
where I made my first PGA 
cut, and at a major yet!" 
Woods wrote. "It is here 
that I left my youth behind 
and became a man." Earl 
Woods, Tiger's father and 
mentor, agreed with that 
assessment. 
"It was a fantastic expe-
rience," the elder Woods 
said. "The young man grew, 
matured. He was just soak-
ing up information like a 
sponge out there all week 
long. I think he's going to 
be right on from now on." 
This summer, Tiger 
plans to play in the U.S., 
British and Western opens. 
His father expects him to 
play those events like a 
veteran now that he's been 
to Augusta. 
"This was a very confi-
dence-building experience 
for him," Earl Woods said. 
"For some, it would have 
been a debilitating experi-
ence. Some people have to 
have success. But Tiger 
learns from his mistakes 
more learn from his suc-
cesses. 
"The course did not 
break him. The course did 
not beat him today. But the 
course sure gained his 
respect." 
Piotrowsk,_· ________________ _ 
"' From Page 12 
Why is it that the athletic department is so 
gung-ho on helping out the so-called "revenue 
generating" teams, but can't help out the non-
revenue generating ones? 
It doesn't make any sense to me . 
You figure Eastern's winningest team over 
the past 10 or so years would get a little pull, 
or even some help? 
Why couldn't the team be allowed to take a 
45-minute bus ride to Parkland College to use 
their track? 
The athletic department can afford to send 
the basketball team on a trip that would make 
Odysseus feel jealous, and not send the track 
team 45 minutes away. 
What a crock! 
Football ________________ _ 
• From Page 12 
of the 135 total receptions last 
season. 
techniques mistakes that we 
picked up on last year's film," 
Spoo said. 
Spoo said the transfer has been 
pretty smooth for most of the juco 
players. 
meshed with the team." 
The Panthers will continue 
workouts today. 
Spoo said much of the workouts 
so far have focused on fundamen-
tals. 
"We're trying to correct any 
Getting their first taste of 
Eastern workouts this week were 
a number of players who trans-
ferred in from junior colleges. 
"They're (transfer players) get-
ting with it pretty good. I'm sur-
prised how well they've adapted," 
Spoo said. "They seem to have 
"I think we have a deep team 
unity and we want to hold onto 
that for as long as we can," Spoo 
said. 
Softball _______________ _ 
t From Page 12 
to a quick lead. Starting pitcher Missy Porzel gave 
up two runs in the first inning and three in the 
second. That would be all the runs Oklahoma 
would need. 
The Panthers were able to score two runs in the 
top half of the sixth frame, but still dropped the 
game by a score of 8-2. The loss sent Eastern back 
to a .500 record, a place the club has visited often 
this year. 
Eastern's runs came via the bats of Turley and 
McEwan. Turley's second triple, in as many 
games, scored Cherveny from first. Turley then 
scored the Panthers' second and final run on a 
double off the bat of McEwan. 
The sixth inning was the only rough spot for 
Oklahoma pitcher Brea Moore, whose record 
moved to 15-3. Oklahoma's team record increased 
to 29-17. 
Panther head coach Beth Perine said last week 
that the team's focus would be on defense in the 
weekend's tournament. This was evident in the St. 
Louis game as the Panthers did not commit an 
error. 
In the Oklahoma contest, however, Eastern com-
mitted five errors including three from second 
baseman Turley. 
"That was by far our worst defensive game of 
the season," said Perine. "We really didn't play 
good defense at all. Offensively we were able to hit 
their pitcher (Moore), and I'm pretty confident 
that without the unearned runs we could have 
beat Oklahoma." 
After splitting the two games on Saturday, 
Perine said her team made a decision to come back 
with strong efforts in the Sunday contests against 
Southwest Missouri and the rematch with St. 
Louis. 
In Sunday's first game against the host team, 
the Panthers dropped a 4-0 decision. Perine felt 
that the score was not indicative of the team's per-
formance. 
"We played a great game," Perine said. "We 
didn't commit any errors, we hit the ball extremely 
well. We outhit them, but we didn't get the clutch 
hits when we had the opportunities." 
In the afternoon's consolation game against St. 
Louis, the Panthers once again were victorious 
with very little trouble. The 8-0 victory completed 
a weekend sweep of the Billikens in which Panther 
pitching gave up only one hit. 
Mandy White threw a one-hitter in five innings 
for the Panthers. NCAA softball rules allow a 
game to be called if a team is leading by 12 runs 
after three innings or by eight runs after five 
innings. 
"Out hits just started finding holes," Perine said. 
"The team made a decision today to come back 
from the performance Saturday and they did that." 
The Panthers next face Southern Illinois at 3 
p.m. Tuesday in a home doubleheader at Williams 
Field. 
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Chet 
Piotrowski 
Staff writer 
O'Brien track 
delay costly 
to athletes 
It is a damn shame that 
Eastern's track teams will 
not be "sporting" their new 
resurfaced track to any 
opposing teams this sea-
son. 
The surface, which was 
completed last Tuesday, 
was supposed to be finished 
in time for the outdoor sea-
son. 
To put it bluntly, it 
wasn't. 
The tracksters had their 
second meet of the outdoor 
season two weekends ago, 
and they were not.able to 
practice on the O'Brien 
Track befure their meet. 
The beginning of the out-
door track season is upon 
us and the men's and 
women's teams have finally 
finished training in the 
Lantz Fieldhouse. The 
Fieldhouse tr~ck is qnly 
200 meters arqund while 
outdoor tracks are 400 
meters around. 
An athlete has to factor 
in how he or she is going to 
contest an opponent that is 
running in front or behind. 
This is dependent on what 
kind of track the athlete is 
running on. 
An athlete has to adjust 
to rain and the wind also. 
Here at Eastern, we can-
not simulate rain and wind 
in the fieldhouse - unlike 
at NASA where they have 
the luxury to simulate any-
thing from wind and rain 
to excessive amounts of 
heat. 
Speaking of dishing out 
heat, the athletic depart-
ment should have done 
more intense work in find-
ing a suitable company to 
replace the track surface. 
The now defunct Balsam 
Company, which was origi-
nally chosen to do the job, 
went bankrupt after being 
hired by Eastern. 
That left the athletic 
department scrambling to 
fmd another suitor. · 
It found Ne-Co Asphalt 
and the Martin Manufac-
turing Corporation to do 
the job. 
Now, finally three weeks 
into the outdoor season, 
the Panther tracksters are 
finally on the O'Brien 
Track. 
That track is the best 
one I have seen. 
Why can't the athletic 
department have been 
more responsible to provide 
an equal substitute for the 
track teams? 
Better late than never. 
• See PIOTROWSKI fUge' l l 
Panthers keep Mid-Con lead 
Wins over Western 
up Eastem's record 
to 6-0 in conference 
By DAN FIELDS 
Associate sports editor 
The East.em baseball team kept on top 
of the Mid-Continent Conference thanks 
in part to the Western Illinois Leather-
necks. 
The Panthers swept West.em Illinois 2-
0 and 13-4 Saturday at Vmce Grady Field 
in Macomb. The two games scheduled for 
Sunday were canceled because of cold and 
wet weather. 
It was a long first game for both t.eams, 
as the contest extended into the 13th 
inning. But pinch-hitter Anthony Gilio 
smacked a one-out double, scoring Shane 
Hesse and breaking the deadlock. Matt 
Broom drove in the other Panther run to 
round out the game's scoring. 
"Tony Gilio got the big hit for us," said 
head coach Jim Schmitz, whose t.eam now 
stands at 18-10 overall and 6-0 in the 
Mid-Con. "Our t.eam really picked up for 
each other." 
Schmitz said he was also pleased in 
how the squad kept West.em from scoring 
the whole cont.est. 
"It was very exciting going 13 innings," 
Schmitz said. "It takes a lot for a team to 
hold on and keep playing hard. 
"I can't be more happy with great 
defense and our timely hitting. rm very 
proud of our guys." 
Willy Hilton, who pitched 4 2l'J innings, 
picked up the win in relief to up his record 
to 4-2. He gave up one hit and two walks, 
while striking out one. Brian Neal scat-
t.ered eight hits and a wa1k, while striking 
out three. 
In the second cont.est, East.em jumped 
out to a seven-run first inning and never 
looked back en rout.e to the easy victory. 
"In the second game, (Western) got 
down and weren't sharp defensively," 
Schmitz said. "We were really swinging 
the bats well." 
Melesio Salazar was 2-for-5 with three 
runs batted in. Third. baseman Travis 
Hayes was 2-for-3 with two RBI, with 
both of Hayes' hits being doubles. 
Beau Szul (4-2) picked up the win for 
the Panthers, giving up three earned runs 
and two walks, while striking out two. 
Softballers get consolation at SMSU 
By MATT ERI CKSON 
Staff writer 
Eastern's softball Panthers looked 
to get back above the .500 mark for 
the season in this past weekend's 
Southwest Missouri State Invita-
tional. 
The Panthers' first obstacle in 
climbing above their. 14-14 record 
was St. Louis University' in a Satur-
day morning contest. The Billikens 
entered the game with a record of 1-
26. 
To say that the Panthers jumped 
out to an early lead would be an 
understatement. Eastern scored 11 
runs in the first inning off of Billiken 
starting pitcher Amanda Gust in 
route to a 13-0 shutout victory. 
Gust surrendered 11 hits to the 
Panthers, including three to center-
fielder Jen Cherveny and two each to 
pitcher Coli Turley, leftfielder Emily 
Starkey, and catcher Sharna Mc-
Ewan. 
First baseman Nicole Chapman 
notched a key hit for the Panthers in 
the first inning. Chapman's second 
double of the season came with the 
bases loaded and gave Chapman 
team honors in runs batted in for the 
game, with three. 
Turley breezed her way through 
the Billiken lineup, pitching a no-hit-
ter in the three inning game. Turley 
surrendered only one walk and struck 
out five to improve her record .to 6-5 
for the season. 
JOANNE CLARK/ Staff photographer 
Eastern catcher Shama McEwan connects on a pitch during the Indiana State 
last weekend. The Panthers garnered the consolation championship at the 
Southwest Missouri State University Invitational this past weekend. 
Offensive contributions were abun-
dant in the victory. The Panthers also 
received multiple RBI efforts from 
Turley, Starkey, and McEwan with 
two each. 
Eastern's second opponent at the 
tournament would not prove to be as 
easy of a victim. The Panthers faced 
the University of Oklahoma, which 
Football team ends practice 
By PAUL DEMPSEY "There are no real sur- ing spring practice. 
SI?!:?rts editor prises. They're just "Anton is doing ex-
working hard." tremely well," Spoo 
The Eastern football Spoo and his staff said. "The others need 
team concluded its first will be busy trying to to pick up the pace a lit-
week of spring practices fill holes in the lineup tie but he (Manuel) 
with little hype and left by graduating sen- seems to have taken Mon. 
hoopla, as was present iors and other players over a leadership posi- Tues. 
was ranked No. 22 in. the USA Today 
national poll last week. 
This time the situation was 
reversed, with Oklahoma getting out 
t See SOFTBALL Page 11 
PANTHER 
Calendar 
for the week of 
April 10-16 
3p.m. Women's tennis Chicago St. H 
2p.m. Baseball Millikin H 
during last spring's who are not returning tion, which is surprising Tues. 3 p.m. Softball (2) Southern Ill. H 
starting quarterback this season. for a freshman." Tues. 3:30 p.m. Women's tennis Indiana St. H race. The biggest gaps are Manuel and the rest 
Head coach Bob Spoo on the offensive and of the receivers will try Wed. 3p.m. Softball (2) Wright St. H 
said that a lot of work defensive lines and at to pick up the slack left Wed. 1 p.m. Baseball (2) Bradley A 
needs to be done on the wide receiver posi- when Jason Calabrese Fri. 3p.m. Women's tennis Western Ill. A 
both sides of the ball, tion. The quarterback and Greg Jensik gradu- Fri. 3p.m. Men's tennis Western Ill. H but that the players are spot is also empty past ated. Sat. 1 p.m. Men's tennis NE Illinois H giving a good effort dur- starter Pete Mauch. Calabrese and Jensik 
ing practice. Spoo said the receiv- accounted for eight of Sat. 9a.m. Women's tennis Missouri KC A 
"There's been the ing corps will need a lot the 11 receiving touch- Sat. 1 p.m. Softball (2) Western Ill. H 
same kind of enthusi- of work, but freshman downs and almost half Sat. 9a.m. M/ W Track U of I Invite 
asm that we had in the Anton Manuel has been Sun. noon Softball (2) Missouri KC 
~ffa~IJQU," ,Spoo said. a welcome surprise dur-• • Ste FOCD'BM.l.rfbge 1 }'; Silt./Sun. noon Baseball (4) VatparaliO 
